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ABSTRACT 

 

IMAGE PROCESSING WITH CRAYONS 

 

 

Jerry Alan Fails 

Department of Computer Science 

Masters of Science 

 

As computers become faster, smaller, and less expensive, ubiquitous computing, the 

distribution of computers into everyday spaces, grows at an ever-increasing rate.  One area of 

particular interest is perceptual user interfaces (PUIs).  PUI systems use sensing-devices for 

input, which are coupled with a processor to execute commands based on the detected inputs.  

Each PUI system requires a classifier to classify the inputs from the sensing device, so that the 

corresponding command can be executed. 

This thesis explores camera-based PUIs.  Camera-based PUIs require a visual 

classifier to classify the input images.  The creation of such classifiers is costly in terms of 

time and resources.  By creating a tool to facilitate classifier creation, PUI development is 

dramatically simplified.  This thesis concentrates on the issues and implementation details of 

 



building such a tool.  The tool created in this project is Image Processing with Crayons 

(Crayons). 

Crayons endeavors to meet the fast and focused user interface principle, which is that 

a user interface should allow its user to quickly complete his/her task without being distracted 

from it.  Crayons’ three components, the user interface, machine learning, and image 

processing (features), all strive to meet this principle.  The user interface overcomes the 

problem of presenting a large amount of data by overlaying coinciding data.  This facilitates 

user focus by having one main interactive control.  Interactive machine learning and modified 

decision trees are used to attain the speed and feature selection necessary to help meet the fast 

and focused UI principle.   Crayons uses color region features.  These features are calculated 

using integral images that enable rectangular regional summations in constant time.  The 

efficiency of using texture features is compared to that of color region features, showing the 

use of color region features in Crayons to be more effective.  All of these components 

collectively combine to meet the fast and focused UI principle, allowing Crayons to reach its 

overarching goal — to create image classifiers in minutes not months. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Computers have become more and more an integral part of a human being’s 

daily life.  Whether it is a computer in a car to regulate the suspension on tight curves, 

or a security system that uses face recognition, retinal scan matching, and fingerprint 

matching, computers are used to facilitate daily living.  Researchers continue to 

increase processor speeds, memory capacities, and computational capabilities, while 

decreasing the size of a computer.  Most mainstream computer users think of 

computers as always having a graphical user interface (GUI) and the general 

computer-using community uses a desktop computer. 

Although much can be done with GUI, desktop environments, there are many 

instances when they are not feasible.  It is not practical to have a desktop computer in 

every room in a house, in a garage, in a car, etc.  In many settings, the advantages of 

digital information and manipulation are completely inaccessible without breaking 

away from the desktop or GUI paradigm.  Because of current developments in 

technology, enabling small, fast processors, digital data is becoming more readily 

available in ordinary settings, away from the desktop [WEIS91].  Even the simplest 

environments can be enhanced with technologies to enable evaluation, retrieval, 

manipulation and display of data relevant to whatever the specific goal of a user is, in 
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a given setting [WISN98].  This concept of being able to access and manipulate digital 

data in common places is referred to as ubiquitous computing. 

One of the most promising methods being pursued in the ubiquitous computing 

endeavor is perceptual user interfaces (PUIs).  Perceptual user interfaces (PUIs) use 

some perceptive means, like a camera, motion sensor, etc., as the input mechanism to 

a computing system.  Such systems can be easily installed in commonplace 

environments.  For example, a room could be equipped with a camera and a hand 

wave could turn on and off a television.  In another system, cards on a table could 

represent robots, and as the cards are moved around, the robots move correspondingly.  

Other systems could use hands, gestures, lasers, paper cards, and/or other objects as 

physical icons or controls to maneuver data in other appropriate environments.  

Simply put, PUIs observe an environment and then trigger predefined actions when 

specific inputs are detected. 

As can be seen in the examples given above, PUIs can be used to assist both 

common and complex tasks in a tasks’ native environment.  Although PUIs promise 

digital access to the average person in everyday settings, there are some difficulties in 

their implementation.  The foremost deterrent to PUI dissemination, stems from the 

complexity of their development. 

1.1 Perceptual User Interfaces (PUIs) 

A simple PUI requires a sensing device and a processor.  The processor 

receives its input from the sensing device, categorizes the sensed information, and 
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executes a command according to the appropriately sensed and categorized input.  

This process is illustrated in Figure 1.1. 

Sensory
Device

Processor

External System
Sensed Input Command

Classify

 

Figure 1.1 — PUI Overview 

 

As can be seen in the above figure, the central purpose of the processor is to 

poll the sensory device, classify the sensed input, and forward the command that 

corresponds to the classified input.  Thus the creation of a classifier is crucial to the 

development of a PUI.  A classifier takes inputs and classifies them into any number 

of output classes.  All PUI systems require the creation of a classifier.  More 

specifically, all camera-based PUI systems require at least one image classifier. An 

image classifier uses an image as the input, and, uses machine learning and computer 

vision to recognize specific attributes of the image contents. 

There are several examples that illustrate how essential image classifiers are to 

camera-based PUI systems.  Laser pointer interaction, as its name implies, allows a 

user to interact by pointing a laser beam at certain positions with interaction similar to 

a mouse.  A meeting setting as displayed in Figure 1.2 shows how this interaction 

works.  Such interaction requires a classifier to identify the position of the laser point.  

Similarly, the TV controls mentioned above require an image classifier to identify 

hand motions, positions and/or gestures.  Such a classifier primarily depends on being 
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able to classify skin.  (This example of a Skin classifier will be used throughout this 

work, as a driving example.)   Robot or people tracking are two other camera-based 

PUI systems that similarly require image classifiers to locate robots or people 

respectively.  In summary, every PUI application requires a classifier; specifically, 

every camera-based PUI requires an image classifier. 

 

Figure 1.2 — Laser pointer interaction [OLSE01] 

 

Building a classifier requires machine-learning skills.  Camera-based PUI 

developers also need image processing skills to build the needed image classifier.  

Because most developers lack these skills, and generally have little knowledge on how 

to implement recognition, the classification component of PUIs demands great effort 

and expense.  Even developers who do have this knowledge would benefit if the 

classifier building expense were lessened.  Indeed, PUI developers often encounter the 

tradeoff between ease of development and ease of use.  The problem then, is how to 

reduce the overall cost of PUI development, so the versatility and other added benefits 

of a PUI, can be enjoyed. 

Camera-based PUIs are a great first-choice for PUIs for two reasons: first, 

humans easily relate to visual perception as it is their primary source of information, 

and, second, cameras are inexpensive due to the mass production of video and web 
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cameras.  When using cameras as the input sensor, image classifiers are usually used 

to perform some sort of object tracking.  In such systems, data is altered and/or events 

are fired when an object is moved, oriented or placed in a specific manner or locale.  

This is the fundamental idea of camera-based PUIs. 

Although PUI interactive techniques could have broad application, most of the 

current uses are extremely domain-specific.  Many systems have been developed that 

use hand-gesture recognition [STAR00, FREE98, KRUE85], skin-detection [FAIL02], 

face tracking [VIOL01], laser-point tracking [OLSE01], and person tracking 

[OLSE99].  All of these systems, however, only apply to a single, specific camera-

based interactive domain.  These systems have been fine-tuned and have only reached 

satisfactory classification results after weeks or months of development. 

1.2 What PUI Developers Need 

The dependency of PUI developers on classifiers, along with the difficulty in 

creating classifiers, demonstrates the need within the UI community for a tool to aid 

image classifier generation for camera-based, PUI development.  Currently 

development of image classifiers requires weeks to months of time and/or a large 

development team.  One way to decrease the cost of classifier development is through 

the use of a visual image classifier generator.  Such a tool would allow developers to 

add intelligence to interfaces without forcing additional programming.  The tool will 

allow for fast integration or recognition into a UI.  With such a tool, it is anticipated 

that classifier creation will be simplified similarly to the  way in which Visual Basic 

simplified GUI development. 
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By building a tool that enables classifier generation in a short amount of time, 

the UI designer will be able to focus more on the design of the interface rather than 

meticulous, classifier-related implementation details. 

1.2.1 The Proposed System: Crayons 

The proposed system must meet two main conceptual requirements.  First and 

foremost is to significantly reduce the traditional classifier generation time of weeks or 

months.  To do this the system will need to drastically divert from paradigms currently 

used to create image classifiers.  The second is to maintain the focus of the user on the 

problem.  This entails masking the user from the image processing and machine 

learning algorithms that are required to successfully generate an image classifier.  

These two conceptual requirements are joined in what is called the fast and focused UI 

principle.  Success will be quantitatively and qualitatively measured against this 

principle using overall development time and user comments. 

The name of the tool that will be developed is Image Processing with Crayons 

(Crayons).  The Crayons overview is shown in Figure 1.3.  Crayons accepts images 

from the user, and exports an image classifier. 

 

 

Figure 1.3 — Crayons classifier design process 
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 Internally, Crayons processes are shown in Figure 1.4.  Crayons, receives the 

images, upon which the user manually classifies, waits for a classifier to be generated, 

and then examines the feedback reported by Crayons.  The user can then correct the 

classifier or export the classifier for use in a PUI.  The idea is to mask the user from 

the machine learning training and image processing that is required to generate the 

classifier, and simplify the process so the user need only worry about how the current 

classifier is performing.  This allows the user to remain focused on the classification 

problem at hand, and not be distracted by technical details. 

Manually
Classify

Generate
Classifier

Examine
FeedbackImages Classifier

 

Figure 1.4 — Crayons classification design loop 

 

Before some of the details of Crayons are discussed, a brief example of how 

Crayons functions is illustrative.  Many PUIs use hand tracking as a base for their 

interactions [FAIL02, STAR00, HEAP95].  Figure 1.5 demonstrates the progression 

of the interaction the user would have while creating a skin classifier.  First, the user 

creates two crayons: one for skin and one for background.  Then, as seen below, the 

user paints some skin and some background, waits for Crayons to give feedback, 

whereupon the user corrects the feedback.  This loop continues until a satisfactory 

classifier is attained.  Once the classifier is accepted it can be saved and exported for 

use in a PUI. 
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Figure 1.5 — Crayons interaction process 

Figure 1.5 illustrates how the user initially paints very little data, views the 

feedback provided by the resulting classifier, corrects by painting additional class 

pixels and then iterates through the cycle.  As seen in the first image pair in Figure 1.5, 

only a little data can generate a classifier that roughly learns skin and background.  

The classifier, however, over-generalizes in favor of background; therefore, in the 

second image pair, skin has been painted where the classifier previously did poorly at 

classifying skin.  The resulting classifier shown on the right of the second image pair 

shows the new classifier correctly classifying most of the skin on the hand, but also 

classifying some of the background as skin.  The classifier is corrected again, and the 
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resulting classifier is shown as the third image pair in the sequence.  Thus, in only a 

few iterations, a skin classifier is created. 

As demonstrated in the example, feedback is central to the development of the 

classifier.  This poses many image processing, machine learning, and UI issues, like:  

• which features to use  (Chapter 7), 

• how to choose the “correct” features  (Chapter 6, 7), 

• which machine learning algorithm to use (Chapter 6), 

• will the resulting classifier be fast enough to use interactively (Chapter 

6), 

• how to display all of the information so the user can effectively process 

it all (Chapter 5), etc. 

These issues can be translated into three main areas of technical problems: the user 

interface, machine learning, and feature selection.  These issues are only briefly 

discussed here, and are explored further in the indicated chapters. 

The user interface will require the visualization of a lot of data, namely: the 

crayons, the current image, and the manual classifications for this image, and the 

current classifier’s guess classification of the current image.  The crayons must be 

visible, editable, and selectable.  As far as the image data goes, the initial idea is to use 

a layered, image architecture (similar to Adobe Photoshop) and allow the user to 

define the opacity of each of the image layers.  This layered architecture allows each 

layer to be seen superimposed on top of its preceding layers.  Each layer can have a 

user-specified opacity so more or less of that layer can be seen.  This is illustrated in 

the right hand images of Figure 1.5.  The original image can be seen, with the guess 
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classification semi-transparent, and the manual classifications completely opaque.  

Controls allow the user to set the opacities so that more or less of the current 

classification as well as more or less of the manual classifications can be seen.  All of 

the information — the original image, the manual classification, and the current guess 

classification — can be seen simultaneously superimposed over the original image.  

To measure the effectiveness of this interface design, qualitative questions will be 

asked of the users. 

The conceptual model for the machine-learning component of Crayons follows 

the interactive machine-learning (IML) model (shown in Figure 1.6). 

 

Feature 
Selection 

Train 
(Feature 
Selection) 

Classify 

Interactive Use 

Feedback To 
Designer 

Manual 
Correction 

 

Figure 1.6 — Interactive machine learning (IML) model 

 

As can be seen in Figure 1.6, IML only requires the user to view the feedback 

and manually correct it.  It is hypothesized that this simple model will enable the fast 

and focused principle to be fulfilled in the image classifier-generating tool.  The IML 

model differs from the classical machine-learning model (Figure 1.4).  IML allows the 

classifier designer to only worry about the feedback and manual correction of the 
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classifier.  On the other hand, CML requires the designer to be integrally involved in 

choosing features and training the classifier for future interactive use. 

 

 

Feature 
Selection

Train Classify

Interactive Use 

 

Figure 1.7 — Classical machine learning (CML) model 

 

As the reader may have already noticed there, is a direct correlation between the 

internal processes of Crayons and the IML (see Figures 1.4 and 1.6). 

IML imposes specific constraints on the training and classification machine 

learning algorithm that can be used.  These constraints are that the classifier must: 

learn/train quickly, accommodate hundreds to thousands of features, allow for tens of 

thousands of training examples, and classify a 320x240 image in less than a quarter of 

a second. 

As part of the evaluation for the machine-learning component, a couple of 

different machine-learning algorithms will be compared to test the affects of speed 

versus inductive power.  It is hypothesized that classifiers that train fast will 

outperform slower, but more inductively powerful classifiers, because of the user 

interaction that Crayons and IML provide.  The results will be compared quantitatively 

as well as qualitatively per user comments.  The machine learning technicalities also 

include feature selection, which will need to be explored throughout the thesis work. 
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The image processing technicalities manifest themselves in the features that 

are used.  Crayons will use simple pixel-based features.  The addition of texture 

features will also be explored and quantitatively compared to the simple pixel-based 

features. 

1.3 Outline of Thesis Work 

In summary, PUIs pose several implementation problems.  The main problems 

deal with the creation of the classifier: it is slow and distracts from the UI design.  To 

combat these problems this thesis looks at a tool that facilitates visual classifier 

creation while still fulfilling the fast and focused UI principle. 

This thesis combines three areas of computer science: user interfaces, machine 

learning, and image processing.  The work includes: developing IML, implementing 

an instance of IML in Crayons, exploring the machine learning constraints imposed by 

IML, and experimenting with different features.  Most importantly this work develops 

a tool that enables the creation of image classifiers in minutes rather than months. 

Chapter 1 poses the problems inherent to PUI development, namely creating 

the classifier.  Crayons is outlined to show how it can both solve these problems and 

fulfill the fast and focused UI principle.  Chapter 2 introduces and discusses some 

prior and related work.  Although this chapter gives a general overview of related 

research, each individual chapter cites additional research, when necessary, for more 

detailed discussions.  Chapter 3 details Light Widgets, which is a PUI system 

developed by the author.  It was a key motivator for the Crayons system.  This chapter 

details concepts and implementation details pertaining to the Light Widget system.  
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Chapter 4 is a brief overview of the solution approach, introducing the next three 

chapters.  Chapter 5 focuses on the design and evaluation of the Crayons’ user 

interface.  Chapter 6 describes the machine-learning component of Crayons as the 

driving force behind the automatic classifier generation.  This chapter details the 

machine learning issues and solution approaches addressed in Crayons.  Chapter 7 

discusses the features that are the inputs to the machine learning algorithms.  Features 

comprise the image-processing component of Crayons.  This chapter explains the 

features used in Crayons and quantitatively compares the features used to some texture 

features.  Chapter 8 describes the overall evaluations of Crayons.  It also summarizes 

the components and evaluations discussed in previous chapters to make some overall 

conclusions about Crayons.  This chapter also contains an explanation of the 

contribution of this work and how it can be further developed in the future. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Prior and Related Work 

The prior work can be organized into four main sections: image classification 

and indexing, perceptual user interfaces (PUIs), machine learning, and the Visual 

Apprentice.  The first three are general research areas and are briefly surveyed for 

pertinent correlated research.  The fourth section, the Visual Apprentice, is the most 

similar to Crayons. 

2.1 Image Classification, Object Matching and Image Indexing 

The mass proliferation of digital images, due to the Internet and digital 

cameras, has created an incredible need for indexing, storing and retrieving images.  

As such, image classification, object matching and image indexing are not new 

concepts.  In fact, the studies of image processing, computer vision and pattern 

recognition all endeavor to classify and extract high-level representations of images to 

facilitate efficient image usage.  Although these studies do not directly relate to 

camera-based interaction, many of the techniques used to classify full images and 

image regions are useful for our interactive image classifiers. 

Image classification is an extremely difficult problem that has been approached 

from many different perspectives.  Most of this research has been in the area of 

automatic full-image classification and indexing.  IBM created one of the first, query 
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by image content (QBIC) systems [FALO94].  The original IBM QBIC system 

allowed the user to specify a query in one of two ways: selecting an example image, or 

specifying certain attributes of the desired image (e.g. 65% blue, 35% brown, sand 

texture).  In either case, statistical measures of the images in the database were 

matched against the user-defined query criteria.  IBM’s QBIC system was further 

enhanced by other projects that allowed users to paint an example image from which 

the statistics were extracted and then used to compare against the images in the 

database.  Other systems were later developed that use an initial drawing as the initial 

query [HIRA92a, HIRA92b, KELL95, VAIL96].  The drawing is then analyzed and 

compared to the images in the database using various features and matching 

algorithms based on: edge detection, object filling, x-y position, and rotation.  From 

the initial, stick-figure drawing, the closest matching images would be displayed and 

then the query could be revised by selecting which of the images was closest to the 

user-desired image.  Other systems entail selecting multiple images and joining them 

into queries, allowing the user to form a query where the desired image is similar or 

dissimilar to several example images [25,46].  Again the top-ranked images are shown 

so the user can select the desired image or further modify the query.  All of these 

systems allow a user to define a query to retrieve desired images from a database of 

images.  They focus on classifying the whole image.  This differs from Crayons 

because although Crayons conceivably could be used for full-image classification, it 

specializes in classifying smaller regions of an image.  Crayons classifies each pixel as 

a different class, because information needs to be extracted from the image, not 

matching of similar images. 
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Although similar to QBIC systems, other systems like Blobworld [BELO98, 

CARS99] attempt to enhance the retrieval of images by using more localized 

information like local shapes and textures.  These localized shape and texture features 

are similar to what Crayons uses, but again, in Crayons, the purpose is not for image 

matching, but for identifying things in the image to trigger so a state can be returned.  

Although, Crayons uses similar regional color features (that are further described in 

Chapter 7), Crayons purpose is to create a classifier for PUI applications. 

In all, much is being done in the realm of image classification, object matching 

and image indexing both to retrieve image from large image repositories and to track 

and identify objects for interactive use. 

2.2 Perceptual User Interfaces (PUIs) 

Perceptual user interface (PUI) systems are the reason for developing the 

Crayons system, because Crayons facilitates the development of the classifier, which 

is a crucial part of any PUI.  All PUIs watch and observe and execute commands 

according to their observations.  Myriads of PUI systems have been developed, and it 

would be impossible to name all of them here.  Although other PUI systems will be 

referenced throughout this thesis work in individual chapters; the following 

paragraphs briefly introduce three PUI systems and depict the classifiers required to 

develop them. 

Gesture Pendant [STAR00] is a PUI system that requires the user to wear a 

pendant that has a camera integrated into it.  The user then presents commands to the 
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pendant via hand gestures.  The Gesture Pendant requires two different classifiers, one 

for skin classification, and another for gesture differentiation. 

 

Figure 2.1 — The Gesture Pendant 

 

Light Widgets [FAIL02] was built by the author of this work, and was the 

direct motivation for the development of Crayons.  The Light Widget system depends 

upon instrumentation of the environment with cameras to allow the use of the system 

without requiring the user to carry a controlling physical device.  The system uses 

multi-camera perspective to allow users to adjust digital data by adjusting virtual 

widgets with their hands.  Light Widgets requires a skin classifier. 

 

Figure 2.2 — The Light Widget system 

 

Underkoffler and Ishii’s light table [UNDE98] uses color codes to define 

various physical icons.  These physical icons represent lenses, light sources, mirrors, 
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etc.  The system observes the physical icons, and then, using a projector, projects the 

light paths as defined by the position and orientation of the physical icons.  The light 

table requires color classifiers to find each square, and then another classifier to 

identify the groupings of three colors that uniquely identify each physical icon. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 — The light table 

 

Although, only a few of the many existing PUI applications are cited here, they 

are representative of the field.  They are relevant because Crayons is built for the 

purpose of facilitating PUI development — specifically by facilitate the creation of 

classifiers. 

2.3 Machine Learning 

Machine learning is essential to automate the generation of a classifier.  The 

machine-learning component of this project uses variants of the decision tree 

algorithm.  Justification for this decision is found in Chapter 5.  Other machine-

learning algorithms are also cited, explained and compared in Chapter 5.  Decision 

trees are briefly explained and corresponding citations are listed in the subsection 
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below.  A brief subsection on interactive machine learning follows the subsection on 

decision trees. 

2.3.1 Decision Trees 

Decision trees employ the concept that a final decision is the result of many 

small decisions; or, in other words, a final classification is the result of several small, 

localized questions.  For example, if we wanted to create a classifier that classified 

types of sports-related balls, we might use such features as size, weight, color, shape, 

material, bounce coefficient, etc.  If these features were used, one could conceivably 

see how the following decision tree could be used to classify a small subset of sport 

balls. 

 

Size

Color Weight

Small Large

TennisRacquetball

Squash

Blue Black Green

Beach Basketball

Volleyball

Medium

HeavyLight

 

Figure 2.4 — Decision tree example 

 

As seen in the figure above, at each node in the tree an attribute is questioned 

or queried and depending on the value of that feature, the corresponding transition is 
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followed.  So, a ball that is small and blue would be classified as a racquetball.  This 

simple algorithm was originally implemented and developed by J. Ross Quinlan.  

Quinlan extended his original ID3 decision tree algorithm [QUIN86] to accommodate 

for real-valued features with his C4.5 algorithm [QUIN93].  Other researchers like 

Fayyad and Irani [FAYY92] construed different methods to deal with the same 

problem of continuous values.  All of these algorithms generally employ the same 

impurity or entropy measure to find which feature is the best to split on, however, 

different means are used to find the “best split” of the values of a feature. 

Crayons uses decision trees as its driving machine learning algorithm.  

Decision trees are used because of their speed in training and evaluation, and their 

feature selection capabilities.  The choice of using decision trees as well as the specific 

decision tree algorithms will be further explained in Chapter 5. 

2.3.2 Interactive Machine Learning 

Interactive machine learning (IML) is the notion of employing user feedback to 

direct the learning of a classifier.  Many people are currently exploring ideas similar to 

the formalized notion of IML as defined herein. 

Takagi, in [TAKA01], performed a broad survey of approximately 250 

research papers on interactive evolutionary computation (IEC).  The idea of IEC is to 

use a human to evaluate the fitness value in evolutionary computational approaches 

such as genetic and evolutionary programming.  All evolutionary computational 

approaches require a fitness function to evaluate which of the outcomes is most “best”.  

In IEC the user evaluates and compares the possible outcomes and chooses the best 
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from the different solutions.  In this sense, IEC can be viewed as “reactionary”, 

because the user reacts to system-generated outcomes by choosing the best outcome.  

Although this is similar to how Crayons works, it differs in that the Crayons’ user 

provides direct input into the system, rather than just evaluating the outcomes.  

Although, IML is also reactionary like IEC, IML tries to integrate the user into the 

generation of the classifier, rather than merely reacting or adjusting pre-parameterized 

functions, which is generally the case with IEC. 

Takagi not only surveys several applications, but also surveys many papers 

that begin to examine other human factors like user fatigue.  When the computer 

determines possible outcomes the user chooses the best, and then waits while the user 

determines “better” outcomes based upon the users choices.  This is an interactive 

iteration.  User fatigue occurs over time and over interactive iterations. 

Scott, et al. also explored how humans “in-the-loop” can aid optimization 

computation [SCOT02].  They describe experiments on an interactive optimization 

system that explores the most appropriate way to combine the respective strengths of 

people and computers.  The system they developed was human-guided simple search 

(HuGSS), which allowed users to manually modify solutions and steer the 

optimization process itself.  In this approach users could invoke, monitor, and halt 

optimizations as well as specify the search scope of the optimizations.  Even though it 

is similar to the IML model that was discussed in Chapter 1, the HuGSS model has 

some major differences as well.  The most marked difference is that in HuGSS, users 

are required to be more conscious of all the processes that are going on.  In IML and 
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Crayons, however, the user only needs to look at the feedback and correct it, which 

greatly decreases the knowledge and expertise required to use the system. 

2.4 The Visual Apprentice 

Of all the research that has been done, the most similar to our work is the 

research done by Jaimes and Chang with the Visual Apprentice.  Their research has 

produced a visual tool to help create hierarchical classifiers to find specific scene types 

in video [JAIM00b,  

JAIM00c], as well as a defining hierarchy of how to classify images in general 

[JAIM00a].  Their work is significant, because it contains many of the ideas we are 

exploring, with the distinction that it does not have interactive classifier feedback.  We 

believe that by using quickly generated classifiers, and providing rapid feedback, the 

user can iterate through the classifier tuning process at interactive speeds.  This 

tightens the loop between the designer and the machine learning and enables the user 

to create a satisfactory classifier within minutes instead of hours, weeks, or months. 

2.5 Contribution 

Crayons is a novel interface for quickly creating visual classifiers for later use 

in perceptual user interfaces.  The overall Crayons tool is a general contribution to the 

UI designer community, however, there are specific contributions that are found in 

each of the specific components of Crayons, specifically: the UI, the machine learning 

component, and the image processing of features.  The UI uses a layered layout that 

presents the original image, the manual classifications for that image, as well as the 

guess classification of that image (per the current classifier).  This multi-layered 
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feedback mechanism, although not completely novel, is new in such an application.  

Probably the greatest contribution besides the classifier creation tool Crayons, is the 

introduction of the interactive machine-learning (IML) model, along with its defining 

constraints and characteristics.  This model is the driving force behind Crayons and 

allows users to manually classify, create a classifier, and examine the feedback.  This 

interactive loop can hopefully extend to other areas, facilitating the automation of 

many other processes besides the one shown within this thesis — that of image 

classification. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Light Widgets 

As technological developments provide faster, more powerful, smaller and 

cheaper processors, distribution of technology into everyday spaces becomes more and 

more feasible.  Light Widgets is a PUI system that revels in these technological 

developments.  This chapter contains the original Light Widgets paper and work.  This 

work was done by the author, in conjunction with Dr. Dan R. Olsen Jr., and was 

published, presented and awarded at IUI 2002.  This work is an important precursor to 

Crayons because:  

1. It demonstrates the utility of a specific PUI system,  

2. It proved to us how central the classifier generation process is in the 

PUI development process, as it literally took weeks (a couple of 

months) to develop a satisfactory classifier. 

3.1 Introduction 

Because of Moore’s Law, computing continues to evolve rampantly, which 

causes the ratio of computing devices to humans to drastically increase.  In this socio-

technical setting, the desktop has become too restrictive for most situations where 

people work and play.  This has led to extensive research in the realm of Ubiquitous 

Computing [SCHI94, STAR00, REKI95, ABOW97, OLSE00, WANT95].  
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Unfortunately, much of the research involving ubiquitous computing requires the user 

to wear or carry with them some sort of physical device.  Such devices provide user 

identity, detect tags in the environment, detect user gestures, or provide display 

capabilities.  However, carrying a physical device is inconvenient.  The problem is to 

create a low-cost, versatile, adaptable and integrated ubiquitous system that can be 

used in any indoor space without carrying anything.  To accomplish this, we mount a 

series of cameras that can watch what the user is doing and perform interactive 

behaviors based on the surfaces the user touches.  Such an interface belongs to the 

category of perceptual user interfaces (PUIs). 

3.1.1 Ubiquitous Computing and Augmented Reality 

Traditionally, ubiquitous computing and augmented reality have had many 

common goals.  Projects like NaviCam [REKI95] and Cyberguide [ABOW97] attempt 

to view the real world while touring through it and augmenting the view with digitized 

information.  There are yet other systems like the Gesture Pendant [STAR00] that 

require the user to carry a device with them that does gesture recognition, but still 

manipulate digital data.  We are not trying to augment the world with information, but 

integrate interactivity into the physical world.  We strive to instrument the 

environment with inexpensive devices that allow users to manipulate digital 

information. 

Instrumenting the environment for ubiquitous interaction is not a novel idea.  

Many systems have used environment tags, both electro-magnetic and visual, to be 

able to locate users or objects within the environment, and set values according to their 
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placement [ISHI97, UNDE99].  The commonly used electro-magnetic tracking system 

used is RFIDs (Radio Frequency Identification) [KOLL97, UNDE99].  RFID tracking 

requires the user to carry an RFID with antennas scattered throughout the 

environment, or to carry an antenna and scatter RFID tags throughout the 

environment.  Neither of these options satisfies our goal of not requiring the user to 

carry any physical device.  Instead, we took the visual approach by using simple 

computer vision.  We chose this approach because it does not require the user to carry 

anything and it is easy to dynamically reconfigure. 

In this project, we have geared our efforts towards simple ubiquitous 

computing.  In so doing, we have not ignored the vital issue of user feedback, which is 

crucial to all computing systems.  Feedback in our system is achieved by integration 

with the XWeb system.  This affords instant cross-modal interaction [OLSE00].  By 

tying our system to XWeb, all XWeb interactive clients and servers are available to 

provide feedback.  Currently there are XWeb clients implemented for: speech, wall, 

projector, TV and desktop interactivity; XWeb servers include X10 and desktop 

environments. 

3.1.2 Light Widget System Overview 

Light widgets are predefined widgets that allow users to select values with 

their hands, as in Figure 3.1.  Triggering of a light widget occurs when skin is detected 

on the light widget.  This differs from gesture-based systems like Gesture Pendant 

[STAR00] because value selection is based simply by skin color detection in the light 

widget regions. 
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Figure 3.1 — Multi-camera detection 

 

The simple skin detection technique we use demands a multi-camera system 

for correct detection of when a user is using a light widget.  If, for example, we only 

used Camera 1 in Figure 3.1, then both hand positions would activate the light widget 

represented by the dotted area.  By triangulating with both cameras, only the lower 

right-hand triggers detection.  This multi-camera system decreases the amount of 

false-positives. 

Using light widgets, a user could, for example, control the volume of his/her 

stereo using a slider-type light widget placed along the side of a desk.  The user could 

then slide their hand along the side of the desk until the desired volume was reached.  

Just as easily, a mechanic could control the height of the car he is working on by 

placing a light widget along the wall, on the floor or across the top of a stationary 

toolbox.  A light widget could be advantageous in this setting as the mechanic may not 

want to remove himself from the place he is working just to adjust the height of the 

vehicle.  Another user might create two light widgets on the headboard of her bed and 

one on the nightstand next to it.  She could create a light widget to turn the TV off and 
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on by touching the corner of the nightstand, set the volume by touching the pole of the 

headboard, and change the station by moving her hand across the top of the 

headboard.   This example is illustrated in Figure 3.2. 

 

Figure 3.2 — Bedroom/headboard example; 
TV controlling light widgets 

The above examples show the contrast between our approach and tagging.  

Picking up an object such as a tag or antenna to change the volume or raise a car is 

much less convenient than simply touching a spot with your hand.  In addition, any 

object small enough to carry conveniently can get lost in a shop or on a desk.  Another 

advantage of using computer vision and cameras is we enable multiple light widgets to 

be monitored by one camera pair.  This supports diverse interactions at low cost. 

The above examples can also be compared with a system like Gesture Pendant.  

First, to use the Gesture Pendant system, the user would have to have the physical 

Gesture Pendant device with them.  Then the interaction would include using speech 

to choose an interactor, followed by a gesture to modify the selected interactor.  Using 

light widgets the user can set up interactors anywhere and select and adjust that 
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interactor simultaneously, by simply moving his/her hand to adjust the value.  The 

interaction using light widgets is more simplistic because the user need not have a 

physical device with her/him, nor need s/he previously specify which interactor the 

gesture will modify. 

Light widgets are designed to easily fit into the user’s environment and provide 

access to technology at low cost.  In the same way as motion sensor lights are used for 

patios and yards, light widget systems blend easily into the environment and facilitate 

access to electronic resources.  Each system (pair of cameras) can manage several 

light widgets, as well as manipulate varied value types of different objects.  Although 

light widget sensor’s versatility in scale and range greatly exceed motion sensor lights, 

the comparison displays how the placement of cameras, similar to motion sensor lights 

is trivial, unobtrusive and practical. 

There are several issues that need to be addressed in creating such a system.  

These issues are: 

• What kinds of interactions are possible using cameras? 

• Can the technology be cheap enough to be ubiquitous? 

• How do we provide feedback since cameras are input-only devices? 

• How do we ensure privacy with our use of cameras? 

• How does a user configure light widgets and integrate them with other 

interactive facilities? 
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3.1.2.1 Possible interactions using cameras 

The light widget system currently implements simple controls for setting 

atomic data types: switches, numbers, dates and times.  Users can perform all 

interaction by placing a hand on a surface area configured as a light widget.  Button 

light widgets allow things to be turned on and off, while linear and circular light 

widget areas control continuous values.  The camera processing for these tasks is 

simple skin blob detection. 

3.1.2.2 Inexpensive technology 

We propose a modification to Figure 3.1 by adding micro-controllers to each 

individual camera.  This modification allows each camera to process the image locally 

and then report detected light widget values to a server.  Each micro-controller will be 

responsible for two things: skin-blob detection and light widget value approximation.  

To minimize costs these micro-controllers cannot be very powerful.  We need to 

minimize the skin-detection processing as well as the light widget evaluation.  The 

functionality of the micro-controller is shown in Figure 3.3.  When manufactured in 

quantity, each computer/camera combination should cost about the same a motion 

sensor light. 

 

Image Light Widget Ident
Approximated Value
Camera Ident  

Figure 3.3 — Micro-controller functionality 
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In our demonstration prototype we did not use micro-controllers on each 

camera.  Instead we used multiple threads on a single PC, one for each camera and one 

for the server.  As will be shown later, the algorithms used for these two computations 

are simple enough to download onto small, inexpensive micro-controllers. 

3.1.2.3 Providing feedback 

Just like traditional GUIs, there must be some form of feedback in response to 

user gestures.  Some ubiquitous interaction projects have used projectors as their 

means of feedback [UNDE98, WELL93].  Projectors can be very expensive which 

defies our goal of low-cost ubiquitous computing.  Even though cameras are input-

only devices, light widgets must provide some feedback mechanism to the user.  For 

example, light widgets must provide feedback when a user changes the optimal 

temperature on a thermostat linear light widget.  With light widgets, the user does not 

change a physical object and the new setting is not always physically manifest.  Hence 

the user must rely on some other mode of feedback.  We provide this feedback by 

integrating light widgets with the XWeb cross-modal interaction platform [OLSE00]. 

XWeb provides subscription services to data, which enables interactive clients 

to monitor data changes.  Through this subscription mechanism, any number of XWeb 

interactive clients can be slaved together.  Any interaction in one client results in 

changes being propagated to all other clients viewing the same data.  We have 

implemented XWeb clients for projectors, TVs, the traditional desktop, wall pens, 

laser pointers and speech.  This means that by integrating with XWeb we can allow 

instant access to any of these means of feedback.  If there is a TV in the room where 

the light widgets are being monitored, when a light widget is used, the manipulated 
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data can report as changed on the TV screen.  If we are in a more obscure location, the 

speech client offers a fitting feedback mechanism for light widgets.  This capturing of 

devices already in the user’s environment continues to meet our goals of ubiquitous 

computing.  By using the cross-modal features of XWeb, we allow projectors to be a 

manner of feedback, while still providing several other less expensive feedback 

mechanisms. 

3.1.2.4 Ensuring privacy 

Our bed/headboard TV controller example illustrates the need to address the 

issue of privacy.  If our light widget cameras sent images out of the room, privacy 

would be violated and people would feel very uncomfortable.  Hudson’s response to 

this privacy issue is to obscure people so they cannot be personally identified 

[HUDS96].  This is not suitable for our interactive needs.  Our solution is to have each 

camera process the image locally and report its conclusions to a server.  Each camera 

need only transmit the camera identifier, the light widget identifier and its 

approximated selected value, as shown in Figure 3.3.  If the images never leave the 

camera, then the privacy problem is vastly reduced.  It is still possible to detect 

interactive activity, but nothing else.  If the user does not activate a light widget then 

no information leaves the camera.  This solution allows light widget cameras to be 

used in personal spaces, like the bedroom, where image transfer is inappropriate.  We 

think of them not as cameras but as “optical interactive gesture detectors”.  To users in 

the bedroom this difference is important. 
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3.1.2.5 Configuring light widgets 

A user needs to be able to easily configure a light widget.  We created a simple 

application that takes a snapshot from each camera and then allows the user to draw 

the light widgets onto the snapshots.  The user can then create a link between an 

existing XWeb interface and the light widget. 

A problem with this configuration approach is getting the snapshot images 

from the cameras, without violating privacy.  One answer is to have a USB or other 

inexpensive connection attached to each camera to retrieve images.  Although other 

configuration methods could be used, by using a USB connection, the user knows 

whether images are leaving the room or not, as a physical device must be plugged in 

for external image transfer to occur. 

3.2 Light Widget Implementation 

Having defined our goals for light widgets, we must address the 

implementation issues.  The two key issues are image processing (detecting basic 

interaction) and XWeb integration. 

3.2.1 Detecting Basic Interaction 

Since light widgets are selected using hands, an efficient skin-detection 

algorithm is required in their implementation.  Much research continues to be done in 

the area of skin-detection [YANG99, HEAP95, GHID00, CROW95].  These 

techniques vary in accuracy and processing requirements.  By weighing the computing 

cost relative to the efficiency we decided to use a mixture of the Bayesian and Parzen 
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window algorithms, based upon Zarit, Super and Queck [ZARI99].  This algorithm 

requires a set of training examples to be fed to a color training application.  Hue and 

saturation are used for skin-detection, because it is commonly accepted that hue and 

saturation are more robust to illumination differences and different skin colors.  The 

hue and saturation values are quantized into 60 values and used as a reference into a 

60x60 table.  There is a table for each class: skin and no_skin.  Then, following the 

Parzen windows algorithm, for each training example the value in the 60x60 table, 

referenced by the quantized hue and saturation values, is incremented.  Using 

probabilities, the two tables are consolidated into a single 60x60 table.  Using this 

algorithm, skin detection is simply a matter of indexing into this table with hue and 

saturation values to find whether that (hue, saturation) pair is skin or not.  This trivial 

algorithm affords great speed, low memory and approximately 85% accuracy.  This 

skin color detection algorithm allows less expensive hardware to be used and achieves 

comparable results to the more complex skin-detection algorithms.  We get further 

speedups by not considering all pixels in the camera image, but only those in the area 

of each light widget.  Thus we look at less than 10% of the pixels in an image. 

All light widget interaction is based upon skin-detection.  As shown in Figure 

3.1, light widgets can be set up in any region seen by two cameras.  Light widgets are 

triggered by skin colored objects that are placed on the surface of a light widget’s 

visible area.  Each camera finds skin color blobs, computes their center of mass and 

then evaluates an approximated light widget value based on that center of mass.  Each 

camera reports their approximated values to a server that resolves the votes for each 

approximated value. 
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The server will set the value if and only if two or more cameras report a similar 

value.  So, in the case of Figure 3.1, the hand directly on the light widget will be 

detected as a selection as both cameras report similar selected values.  The left hand in 

Figure 3.1 will not trigger a selection because Camera 1 would report a different 

selected value than Camera 2.  This voting algorithm is computationally trivial and 

meets our requirement of “no images leave cameras”.  False-positives are greatly 

decreased by using multiple camera perspectives.  Conversely, the approximate 85% 

accuracy is effectively increased because a false-positive can only actually occur if 

similar errant light widget selected values are reported by at least two different 

perspectives.  This simple, multiple camera system is configurable for diverse 

environments and inhibits the problem of false-positives.  

3.2.2 Integration with XWeb 

As stated before XWeb was chosen because of its cross-modal capabilities.  

This cross-modal interaction is made possible by the ability to subscribe to common 

data.  For example, instead of just projecting the information back onto a desktop, as 

in [WELL93, UNDE99, UNDE98], we can synchronize an XWeb speech client 

[OLSE00] to a light widget system and the light widgets can audibly report their 

changed values.  Alternatively, by using XWeb, we could have the information display 

in an XWeb view on an available TV.  This interactive feedback mechanism notifies 

the users when their light widgets have been activated.  By using XWeb’s cross-modal 

functionality, we amplify the feedback space available to us. 
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Since we are using XWeb as our interface between setting values and light 

widgets, we need to understand more about what interactors or predefined widgets, 

XWeb has, and also, understand what setup need to be done so that light widgets can 

interface with XWeb values. 

XWeb has several types of interactors.  The atomic interactors that both XWeb 

and light widgets can manipulate are: Enumerations, Numbers, Dates and Times.  

XWeb also has a Text interactor.  However, it is interactively not feasible to write in a 

text box using our light widget techniques.  Numbers, Dates and Times are interactors 

that have inherent ordering, and so we allow slider-type light widgets (linear and 

circular light widgets) to control these types of values.  Enumerations, in general, do 

not have an explicit ordering, so Enumerations can only be manipulated by button-

type light widgets. 

An XWeb interactor has an XLoc (similar to a URL) that references the data 

that the interactor is manipulating.  To integrate light widgets with XWeb, we need to 

extract the interactor type and its XLoc from an existing XWeb interface. 

3.3 The Light Widgets 

Three light widget types have been implemented: button, linear and circular 

light widgets.  Button and linear light widgets are similar to their GUI (Graphical User 

Interface) counterparts: buttons and sliders.  The circular light widget is a circular 

slider.  Figure 3.4 shows the light widget setup application with an example of each 

widget type. 
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Figure 3.4 — Light Widget configuration application 

3.3.1 Button Light Widgets 

Button light widgets have the same “feel” as GUI buttons.  There are single-

value buttons and toggle buttons that have different on and off values.  A single-value 

button simple associates a data reference and a value with the light widget’s visual 

region.  When the user touches that region the data reference is set to the value.  This 

is a simple switch mechanism.  Using three of these light widgets, a radio group of 

three items can be constructed in three adjacent places or on three related objects. 

A toggle button has a data reference, two values and a visual region for each 

camera.  Placing one’s hand on the visual region will toggle the data between two 

values. 

To set up a button light widget a user need only use the light widget setup 

application and draw rectangles on the two camera images where the button light 

widget should appear in each image.  The user then selects the light widget and 
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displays its properties.  The property edit box is shown in Figure 3.5.  If this were a 

newly created button light widget, the URL and XLoc would be empty and the user 

would need to provide the link between the light widget and the desired XWeb 

interactor. 

 

 

Figure 3.5 — Button light widget property edit box 
 

The link between the XWeb atomic value and the light widget is the most 

critical property to setup.  To provide this link to an XWeb interactor, the user presses 

the “Set the URL and XLoc” button.  The user then sees the message in Figure 3.6, 

which prompts them to go to the XWeb GUI interface, select an XWeb interactor and 

then hit OK.  The light widget configuration system then captures the necessary XWeb 

information and stores it with the light widget. 

 

 

Figure 3.6 — Instructions for creating an XWeb link 
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For example, the user could go to a home automation page in the XWeb GUI 

and select the radio, as shown in Figure 3.7. 

After the user selects the OK button, the button properties of URL, XLoc, 

widget index along with default values for on and off values are set.  This link setup is 

the same for all light widgets. 

 

 

Figure 3.7 — XWeb home automation application 
 

These virtual buttons are of great use in an environment.  Power on/off pairs 

for any electrical device can be created virtually without rewiring the light switches of 

a house.  Obviously, since this system uses normal cameras, button light widgets do 

not work for room light switches, as it is impossible for the cameras to detect skin if 

the room is completely dark, however, their usefulness for lamps, TVs, stereos and 

other electrical devices is unlimited.  The ambient light problem might be overcome 

with infrared cameras, much like in the Gesture Pendant [STAR00], which can readily 

detect skin.  However, we used only normal, visual light cameras. 

3.3.2 Linear Light Widgets 

Linear light widgets interact with a range of values.  A linear light widget must 

have maximum and minimum values.  To manipulate a thermostat, a linear light 
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widget could be set up to have a minimum value of 60 and maximum value of 80 and 

could be placed along the casing of a doorway.  A user could slide his/her hand along 

the doorway casing until the desired temperature is set. 

The properties edit box is shown below for an existing linear light widget that 

manipulates an XWeb thermostat.  The same XWeb link setup as explained for button 

light widgets is used to setup the URL and XLoc for the wakeup temperature on this 

XWeb thermostat controller.  The property edit box for such a thermostat widget is 

shown in Figure 3.8. 

 

 

Figure 3.8 — Linear light widget property edit box 

 

Linear light widgets also have granularity.  Since linear light widgets have a 

range, the value between approximated selection values is a real value between the 

maximum and minimum values.  This exactness is often unnecessary and sometimes 

completely undesired.  By adding a granularity value, the user can decide how fine or 

coarse the approximation should be.  In the thermostat example above, the granularity 

is set to one, which signifies that the approximation will be evaluated to every 1 

degree.  If the granularity were 2 and the min and max values were still 60 and 80 

respectively, the widget would evaluate to one of the even numbers between 60 and 80 
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inclusive.  Granularity accepts a real number, so if the granularity were set to 0.5 then 

the cameras would approximate selection values to the nearest half-degree.  

Granularity is also important in multi-camera voting.  With the infinite granularity two 

cameras would rarely report the same value for a given light widget.  Using a more 

coarse granularity resolves this excessive sensitivity. 

3.3.3 Circular Light Widgets 

Circular light widgets provide round control surfaces similar to knobs or clock 

surfaces.  One of the problems with a circular space is defining the angular origin.  

Circular light widgets add two properties beyond the linear light widgets — an initial 

angle and a direction.  For example, Figure 3.9, shows a circular light widget from two 

angles, the initial and on each is unique, but identifies the starting and stopping point 

of value allocation around the circle.  Each light widget must also have a direction: 

clockwise or counter-clockwise.  This model assumes cameras will not have mirrored 

views, direction is assumed to be uniform for both perspectives. 

 

 

Figure 3.9 — Circular light widgets require different initial angles from different camera perspectives 

 

A practical use for a circular light widget could be to create a sprinkler start 

time controller.  In Utah, we have been asked to only water our lawns from 9pm to 
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9am.  By setting the start angle to the 9 o’clock position on a clock, the circular light 

widget is easy and intuitive.  A granularity of 15 could be imposed to only allow start 

times every quarter of an hour.  The property edit box for such a circular light widget 

is shown in Figure 3.10. 

 

Figure 3.10 — Circular light widget property edit box 

3.4 The Light Widget Prototype 

Our light widget prototype uses USB cameras connected to a personal 

computer.  The system is relatively low-cost.  Two USB cameras were used in our 

implementation and can be purchased for under $100.  Connectivity costs are low, as 

each camera reports only its ID, the light widget’s ID and the estimated value for the 

widget.  Each camera will need a micro-controller to perform the image processing 

and value approximation, but this is also low-cost as the processing power required is 

minimal as the image processing algorithms used are trivial. 
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3.5 Conclusion 

We have met our goals for ubiquitous interaction using multiple inexpensive 

cameras to sense user hand movements.  Using these cameras we can create new light 

widgets simply by drawing them on snapshot images from each camera.  We ensure 

privacy by having each camera emit only its votes for light widget values.  We resolve 

multi-camera integration by simple value voting rather than 3D geometry.  Skin 

detection is performed by a simple lookup of quantized hue and saturation values.  We 

believe such a system can provide interaction anywhere. 

3.6 Relevance to Crayons 

While developing Light Widgets, we realized that most of the development 

time was spent generating a satisfactory skin classifier.  As we looked into building 

other PUI systems, we were discouraged by the large amount of resources that would 

be required to build classifiers for each PUI.  Instead of confronting each classification 

problem individually, we began exploring ways to alleviate this daunting classifier 

generation expense, and thus, facilitate development of other PUI applications.  This 

exploration resulted in Crayons — a design tool for camera-based interaction. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Overall Approach 

The overall approach is to build Crayons, a design tool for camera-based 

interaction, in such a way that it fulfills the fast and focused principle.  As described in 

the introduction this means that Crayons must help the user: 

1. create an image/pixel classifier quickly, and  

2. remain focused on the classification problem rather than image 

processing or algorithms. 

In the end, Crayons is successful if it takes minutes rather than weeks or 

months to create an effective classifier.  Before we can address this issue, however, we 

must first discuss the individual parts of Crayons and its sub-problems: the user 

interface, interactive machine learning, and the features to use.  Although each of 

these is discussed in the next chapters, a brief introduction to the issues of each is 

instructive. 

 Each component of Crayons has a set of problems that need to be overcome.  

The user interface needs to fulfill the fast and focused UI principle.  The ‘fast’ portion 

mainly deals with the machine-learning component, but creating an interface that 

allows the user to remain ‘focused’ on the task is not an uncomplicated task.  Crayons 

overlays the original image, the training data, and the current classification onto one 

image using transparencies for each of these layers.  This image is used in the 
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interactive paint control.  This allows the user to interact with one graphical 

representation, promoting focus on that single control.  (See Chapter 5.) 

As for the machine learning, it needs to be fast, both in training and execution.  

This is problematic because of the large number of training examples and features that 

Crayons allows and requires.  Because of their speed, and feature selection 

capabilities, modified decision tree algorithms are used in Crayons.  Although 

classifier training time and speed are important, there are other constraints limiting the 

algorithms used within interactive machine learning (IML).  As part of the machine-

learning solution approach IML is defined and its constraints delimited.  Also, in an 

effort to test the effectiveness of IML, different algorithms are evaluated, plotting 

training speed versus inductive strength.  This evaluation will show the importance of 

the interactive loop in IML, as it depends on the classifier’s training time and 

inductive strength.  (See Chapter 6.) 

The image-processing component includes the image features used.  It is 

necessary to find features that facilitate classification.  The approach here is to use 

features shown to be effective by other research and then weigh the costs and benefits 

of adding additional feature sets, namely texture features.  The main features use 

integral images [VIOL01], which allow summations of rectangular regions in constant 

time.  These region features can be combined to emulate many different types of 

filters.  The main regional color features together with some texture features are 

evaluated and compared using training time and average classification time of a 

320x240 image.  (See Chapter 7.)  
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The solution approach then, is to: 

• Display all the information in one control (original image, data, and 

classification) 

• Direct the users focus to that single control 

• Use modified decision trees to quickly create classifiers 

• Use integral images to quickly emulate image filters 

All of these are used to accomplish the goal of Crayons, which is to facilitate 

camera-based PUI development by enabling quick development of visual classifiers, 

while fulfilling the fast and focused UI principle.  Each component of Crayons is 

discussed in detail with evaluations of each in the next three chapters.  A summary, 

including a final overall evaluation, is found in Chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER 5 

User Interface Design 

5.1 Overview and Design Issues 

The main stipulation for the user interface design of Crayons is that it must 

fulfill the fast and focused UI principle [FAIL03a].  The main problem in fulfilling 

this principle is the speed of the machine learning, but the efficiency and simplicity of 

the UI determine the ‘focused’ portion of the principle.  The UI needs to allow, if not 

force, the user to remain focused on the problem at hand: creating a classifier.  This is 

affected mostly by the design layout of the UI. 

5.2 Design Layout 

In designing a classifier interface there are four pieces of information that the 

designer must be able to manipulate. 

1. The set of classes or “crayons” to be recognized, 

2. The set of training images to be used and in particular, the current 

training image that the designer is trying to classify, 

3. The classification of pixels as defined by the designer (the manual 

classification), 

4. The classifier’s current classification of the pixels (the feedback). 
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The primary metaphor for Crayons is painting with user-defined classes as 

“crayons”.  [To emphasize the paint metaphor, the verb “paint” is used rather than the 

traditional “color” with crayons.]  The designer can create as many crayons as desired, 

associate a color with that crayon, and then paint with them over training images in the 

same fashion as a typical paint program. 

Suppose we are trying to create a hand tracker [HARD01, YANG99].  Figure 

5.1 shows the control interface that allows the designer to create crayons.  For the 

hand tracker we have two crayons: Skin and Background.  The Crayons tool always 

provides a “Nothing” crayon, which is completely transparent.  This crayon 

symbolizes that no training example is present at a pixel.  The manual classification is 

initialized to nothing, to allow the user to only manually classify the pixels s/he 

desires.  The “Nothing” crayon can also be used to undo or erase errant manual 

classifications.  As previously stated, the designer can create as many classes or 

crayons as desired by giving each a name and an associated color. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 — Creating class crayons 

In order to understand the classification process, the designer needs to see the 

underlying image, the pixels classified by the designer, and the pixel classification of 

the currently trained classifier.  This information is provided in three layers where the 
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training class layer and classifier feedback layer are semi-transparent.  All three of 

these are layered on top of each other, so the user can easily see how they coincide.  

This helps the user remain focused on the task, and constantly reminds the user of the 

goal to have a correctly classifying classifier. 

 

 

Figure 5.2 — Crayons user interface 

 

Figure 5.2 shows the designer having painted some Background in a dark blue 

and some Skin in a light pink.  Note that the user does not need to color the entire 

image.  By coloring only a few pixels as in Figure 5.2, the classifier then generates its 

best classification for all of the pixels in the image.  In Figure 5.2, the classifier 

feedback is quite transparent and therefore hard to see unless you know what you are 
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looking for.  We resolve this by allowing the user to control the opacity of the paint 

layer and the classifier feedback layer.  The user may want to see more of the 

underlying image, to paint with the crayons, or perhaps, they would just like to get an 

overall idea of what the classifier looks like.  

 

Figure 5.3 — Varying layer opacity 

In the left-most image of Figure 5.3 it is easy to see the training paint but the 

classification is obscure.  In the center image, paint and classification are all visible 

and one can still see that the edges of the hand are not correctly classified.  On the 

right where the classifier layer is opaque we lose information about the underlying 

hand image, but it is apparent that to the left of the hand, the classifier is making many 

small mistakes.  The designer can correct those mistakes by painting the noise to the 

left of the hand with the Background crayon.  By zooming in, the designer can correct 

the edges of the hand by more carefully painting with the Skin crayon. 

The classifier design process, then, is to define the desired crayons (output 

classes), quickly paint samples of those classes onto one or more training images and 

then request a generated classifier.  The designer then views the classification and 

paints corrections as necessary where the classifier was incorrect.  Once the first 

image is classifying acceptably, the designer flips to the next image and paints any 

necessary corrections.  As the classifier improves and is confronted with new training 

data it will change its behavior.  By reviewing all of the training images and painting 
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corrections, the trained classifier will quickly converge, provided there are sufficient 

features to perform the classification.  The process can be summarized as a paint, 

view, correct loop. 

5.3 Evaluation 

The UI goal is to meet the fast and focused UI principle.  As stated in the 

introduction of this chapter, this depends not only upon the UI design, but also upon 

the machine learning.  Thus, the evaluation for the fast and focused principle needs to 

be broken down into two evaluations.  The first is the ‘fast’ portion, and the second the 

‘focused’.  Both were tested while performing an overall evaluation of Crayons’ 

efficiency.  To evaluate this, several interactive problems that have previously been 

solved using traditional programming techniques were chosen so that a valid time 

comparison could be made.  The tasks chosen were: tracking a laser pointer, tracking 

skin, tracking paper cards, and tracking a robot car driving around on the carpet. 
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Figure 5.4 — Interactive tasks used for evaluation 

 

For each of these problems we assembled a set of training images and carefully 

hand classified each pixel into its appropriate class for each problem.  This provided a 

“gold standard” that could be used in evaluations.  A special version of Crayons was 

then built that takes each classifier created by a Crayons’ user and compares its 

classifications to the manually classified gold standard and reports a percentage of 

pixels that are classified the same.  The users were then selected and given some brief 

training, before they were asked to create classifiers for each of the four tasks.  The 

users worked on creating a classifier for each task until the classifier was 98% 

accurate relative to the gold standard. 
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Table 5.1 shows the times taken by users to create satisfactory classifiers for 

each task.  As can be seen in the table, all users were able to create a valid classifier 

for each of the problems in well under ten minutes.  Although, we only tried this on 

five different users, which is not enough to show statistical significance, it is apparent 

that the classifier creation time is going to be at least three orders of magnitude better 

than a hand-programmed approach, which for these tasks took days, weeks or months. 

 

Table 5.1 — Time spent creating classifier 

 Time (min:sec) 
Problem Min Avg Max 
Skin 3:28 5:20 7:00 
Paper Cards 1:25 2:30 3:35 
Car 0:27 1:02 1:28 
Laser 0:11 0:39 1:56 

 

As evidenced by Table 5.1, this test shows that Crayons meets the ‘fast’ 

portion of the fast and focused UI principle, but the ‘focused’ part also needed to be 

tested.  Testing of the focused portion was much more subjective, because it had to do 

mostly with the users’ thoughts.  To test the focused portion one simple question was 

asked of each user: “what were you thinking about as you worked on each task”.  Most 

of the users (four of the five) said their main focus while creating the classifiers was to 

see which examples or pixels were classifying incorrectly and correctly.  This was the 

desired response, since the intended focus of Crayons is exactly what the users 

identified it to be — to identify what is being classified correctly and what is not.  As a 

side note, the last user, who had average performance times, responded by saying s/he 

was thinking about the thing s/he had to do that day.  This response, although not 
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directly correlated to our hypothesis, is still positive, as it demonstrates the simplicity 

of the interface. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Interactive Machine Learning 

As stated in the last chapter, in order for Crayons to be as fast as it is, it is 

imperative that the machine-learning component also be fast.  This chapter explores a 

subset of machine learning that allows for interactivity and defines the characteristics 

of this new model.  This interactive model extends beyond the camera-based PUIs for 

which Crayons is designed [FAIL03b]. 

Machine learning allows automatic creation of classifiers, however, the 

classical models are generally slow to train, and not interactive.  The classical 

machine-learning (CML) model is summarized in Figure 6.1.  Prior to the training of 

the classifier, features need to be selected.  Training is then performed “off-line” so 

that classification can be done quickly and efficiently.  In this model classification is 

optimized at the expense of longer training time.  Generally, the classifier will run 

quickly so it can be done real-time.  The assumption is that training will be performed 

only once and need not be interactive.  Many machine-learning algorithms are very 

sensitive to feature selection and suffer greatly if there are very many features. 
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Figure 6.1 — Classical machine learning (CML) model 

 

With CML, it is infeasible to create an interactive tool to create classifiers.  

CML requires the user to choose the features and wait an extended amount of time for 

the algorithm to train.  The selection of features is very problematic for most interface 

designers.  If one is designing an interactive technique involving laser spot tracking, 

most designers understand that the spot is generally red.  They are not prepared to deal 

with how to sort out this spot from red clothing, camera noise or a variety of other 

problems.  There are well-known image processing features for handling these 

problems, but very few interface designers would know how to carefully select them 

in a way that the machine learning algorithms could handle.  

The current approach requires too much technical knowledge on the part of the 

interface designer.  What we would like to do is replace the classical machine-learning 

model with the interactive model shown in Figure 6.2.  This interactive training allows 

the classifier to be coached along until the desired results are met.  In this model the 

designer is correcting and teaching the classifier and the classifier must perform the 

appropriate feature selection. 
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Figure 6.2 — Interactive machine learning (IML) model 

 

As shown in Figure 6.2, in IML, the pre-selection of features is eliminated and 

transferred to ‘Train’ part of the learning model.  This means that the learning 

algorithm used here must perform feature selection from a large repository of features.  

With the feature selection masked from the designer, the designer is able to remain 

focused on creating the classifier by simply viewing the feedback and adding manual 

corrections. 

In classical machine learning, algorithms are evaluated on their inductive 

power.  That is, how well the algorithm will perform on new data based on the 

extrapolations made on the training data.   Careful analysis and a great deal of 

computing time are spent to attain high induction in CML.  The time spent is 

frequently exponential in the number of features to be considered.  This contrasts IML, 

where it is hypothesized that having a very fast training algorithm is more important 

than strong induction.  In place of careful analysis of many feature combinations IML 

relies on human input to guide a less inductively strong classifier. 

For the IML model to function, the classifier must be generated quickly and be 

able to generalize well.  As such we will first discuss the distinctions between IML 
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and CML, followed by the problems IML must overcome because of its interactive 

setting, and lastly its implementation details including specific algorithms. 

6.1 CML vs. IML 

Classical machine learning generally has the following assumptions. 

• There are relatively few carefully chosen features,  

• There is limited training data,  

• The classifier must amplify that limited training data into excellent 

performance on new training data,  

• Time to train the classifier is relatively unimportant as long as it does 

not take too many days. 

None of these assumptions hold in our interactive situation.  Our UI designers 

have no idea what features will be appropriate.  In fact, we are trying to insulate them 

from knowing such things.  In our current Crayons prototype there are more than 150 

features per pixel.  To reach the breadth of application that we desire for Crayons we 

project over 1,000 features will be necessary. The additional features will handle 

texture, shape and motion over time.  For any given problem somewhere between 

three and fifteen of those features will actually be used, but the classifier algorithm 

must automatically make this selection.  The classifier we choose must therefore be 

able to accommodate such a large number of features, and/or select only the best 

features.  

In Crayons, when a designer begins to paint classes on an image a very large 

number of training examples is quickly generated.  With 77K pixels per image and 20 
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images one can rapidly generate over a million training examples.  In practice, the 

number stays in the 100K examples range because designers only paint pixels that 

they need to correct rather than all pixels in the image.  What this means, however, is 

that designers can generate a huge amount of training data very quickly.  CML 

generally focuses on the ability of a classifier to predict correct behavior on new data.  

In IML, however, if the classifier’s predictions for new data are wrong, the designer 

can rapidly make those corrections.  By rapid feedback and correction the classifier is 

quickly (in a matter of minutes) focused onto the desired behavior.  The goal of the 

classifier is not to predict the designer’s intent into new situations but rapidly reflect 

intent as expressed in concrete examples. 

Because additional training examples can be added so readily, IML’s bias 

differs greatly from that of CML.  Because it extrapolates a little data to create a 

classifier that will be frequently used in the future, CML is very concerned about 

overfit.  Overfit is where the trained classifier adheres too closely to the training data 

rather than deducing general principles. Cross-validation and other measures are 

generally taken to minimize overfit. These measures add substantially to the training 

time for CML algorithms.  IML’s bias is to include the human in the loop by 

facilitating rapid correction of mistakes.  Overfit can easily occur, but it is also readily 

perceived by the designer and instantly corrected by the addition of new training data 

in exactly the areas that are most problematic.  This is shown clearly in Figure 6.3 

where, after initial manual classifications, a designer adds new manual classifications 

to the edges of the hand where the classifier failed.  Then, in the second tier, the user 
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adds more background classifications to fix the over-generalization for skin.  The final 

classification is shown in the third and last pair of figures in Figure 6.3. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.3 — Crayons interaction process 

 

Our interactive classification loop requires that the classifier training be very 

fast.  To be effective, the classifier must be generated from the training examples in 

under five seconds.  If the classifier takes minutes or hours, the process of ‘train-

feedback-correct’ is no longer interactive, and much less effective as a design tool.  

Training on 100,000 examples with 150 features each in less than five seconds is a 

serious challenge for most CML algorithms. 
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Lastly, for this tool to be viable the final classifier will need to be able to 

classify 320 x 240 images in less than a fourth of a second.  If the resulting classifier is 

much slower than this it becomes impossible to use it to track interactive behavior in a 

meaningful way.   

6.2 IML Implementation 

Throughout our discussion thus far, many requirements for the machine-

learning algorithm in IML have been made.  The machine-learning algorithm must: 

• learn/train very quickly, 

• accommodate 100s to 1000s of features, 

• perform feature selection, 

• allow for tens to hundreds of thousands of training examples. 

These requirements put firm bounds on what kind of a learning algorithm can 

be used in IML.  They invoke the fundamental question of which machine-learning 

algorithm fits all of these criteria.  We discuss several options and the reason why they 

are not viable before we settle on our algorithm of choice: decision trees (DT). 

6.2.1 Neural Networks 

Neural Networks [RUME94] are a powerful and often used machine-learning 

algorithm.  The strength of neural networks lies in their ability to approximate higher 

order decision boundaries, their compactness, and their speed in classification.  

Despite these advantages, they also have serious drawbacks.  The intrinsic fault of this 

algorithm is that it will take far too long for its training to converge — much too long 
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to be interactive.  Another drawback results from the exponential number of feature 

combinations that must be learned.  The exponential number depends on the amount 

of features and hidden nodes.  This curse of dimensionality problem is insurmountable 

because of the number of features that IML and Crayons require. 

6.2.2 Nearest-Neighbor 

The nearest-neighbor algorithm [COVE67] is easy to train but would not be 

effective in Crayons for a few key reasons.  First, nearest-neighbor does not 

discriminate among features.  Second it has serious problems in high dimensional 

feature spaces of the kind needed in Crayons.  And lastly, nearest-neighbor generally 

has a classification time that is linear in the number of training examples which makes 

it completely unacceptable. 

6.2.3 Other Machine Learning Algorithms  

There are yet other ensemble techniques such as boosting and classifier 

cascading that do well with feature selection, which is a desirable characteristic.  

However, while boosting has shown itself to be very effective on tasks such as face 

tracing [VIOL01], its lengthy training time is prohibitive for interactive use in 

Crayons.  These ensemble techniques may be possible in an offline optimization of the 

classifier, but are infeasible in an interactive session. 

There are many more machine-learning algorithms, however, this discussion is 

sufficient to preface to our decision of the use of decision trees.  All the algorithms 

discussed above suffer from the curse of dimensionality.  When many features are 
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used (100s to 1000s), their creation and execution times dramatically increase.  In 

addition, the number of training examples required to adequately cover such high 

dimensional feature spaces would far exceed what designers can produce.  With just 

one decision per feature the size of the example set must approach 2100, which is 

completely unacceptable.  We need a classifier that rapidly discards features and 

focuses on the 1-10 features that characterize a particular problem. 

6.2.4 Decision Trees 

Decision trees [QUIN86] have many appealing properties that coincide with 

the requirements of IML.  First and foremost is that the DT algorithm is fundamentally 

a process of feature selection.  The algorithm operates by examining each feature and 

selecting a decision point for dividing the range of that feature.  It then computes the 

“impurity” of the result of dividing the training examples at that decision point.  One 

can think of impurity as measuring the amount of confusion in a given set.  A set of 

examples that all belong to one class would be pure (zero impurity).  There are a 

variety of possible impurity measures [DUDA01].  The feature whose partition yields 

the least impurity is the one chosen, the set is divided and the algorithm applied 

recursively to the divided subsets.  Features that do not provide discrimination 

between classes are quickly discarded. The simplicity of DTs also provides many 

implementation advantages in terms of speed and space of the resulting classifier. 

Quinlan’s original DT algorithm [QUIN86] worked only on features that were 

discrete (a small number of choices).  Our image features do not have that property.  

Most of our features are continuous real values.  Many extensions of the original DT 
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algorithm, ID3, have been made to allow use of real–valued data [FAYY92, QUIN93].  

All of these algorithms either discretize the data or by selecting a threshold T for a 

given feature F divide the training examples into two sets where F<T and F>=T.  The 

trick is for each feature to select a value T that gives the lowest impurity (best 

classification improvement).  The selection of T from a large number of features and a 

large number of training examples is very slow to do correctly. 

We have implemented two algorithms, which employ different division 

techniques. These two algorithms also represent the two approaches of longer training 

time with better generalization vs. shorter training time with poorer generalization. 

The first strategy slightly reduces interactivity and relies more on learning 

performance.  The second relies on speed and interactivity.  The two strategies are 

Center Weighted (CW) and Mean Split (MS). 

Our first DT attempt was to order all of the training examples for each feature 

and step through all of the examples calculating the impurity as if the division was 

between each of the examples.  This yielded a minimum impurity split, however, this 

generally provided a best split close to the beginning or end of the list of examples, 

still leaving a large number of examples in one of the divisions.  Divisions of this 

nature yield deeper and more unbalanced trees, which correlate to slower classification 

times.  To improve this algorithm, we developed Center Weighted (CW), which does 

the same as above, except that it more heavily weights central splits (more equal 

divisions).  By insuring that the split threshold is generally in the middle of the feature 

range, the resulting tree tends to be more balanced and the sizes of the training sets to 

be examined at each level of the tree drops exponentially.   
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CW DTs do, however, suffer from an initial sort of all training examples for 

each feature, resulting in a O(f * N log N) cost  up front, where f is the number of 

features and N the number of training examples.  Since in IML, we assume that both f 

and N are large, this can be extremely costly. 

Because of the extreme initial cost of sorting all N training examples f times, 

we have extended Center Weighted with CWSS.  The ‘SS’ stand for sub-sampled.  

Since the iteration through training examples is purely to find a good split, we can 

sample the examples to find a statistically sound split.  For example, say N is 100,000, 

if we sample 1,000 of the original N, sort those and calculate the best split then our 

initial sort is approximately 100 times faster.  It is obvious that a better threshold could 

be computed using all of the training data, but this is mitigated by the fact that those 

data items will still be considered in lower levels of the tree.  When a split decision is 

made, all of the training examples are split, not just the sub-sample.  The sub-sampling 

means that each node’s split decision is never greater than O(f*1000*5), where f is the 

number of features, but that eventually all training data will be considered. 

Quinlan used a sampling technique called “windowing”.  Windowing initially 

used a small sample of training examples and increased the number of training 

examples used to create the DT, until all of the original examples were classified 

correctly [QUIN93].  Our technique, although similar, differs in that the number of 

samples is fixed.  At each node in the DT a new sample of fixed size is drawn, 

allowing misclassified examples in a higher level of the DT to be considered at a 

lower level. 
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The use of sub-sampling in CWSS produced very slight differences in 

classification accuracy as compared to CW, but reduced training time by a factor of at 

least two (for training sets with N ≥ 5,000).  This factor however will continue to grow 

as N increases.  (For N = 40,000 CWSS is approximately 5 times faster than CW; 8 

for N = 80,000.) 

The CW and CWSS algorithms spend considerable computing resources in 

trying to choose a threshold value for each feature.  The Mean Split (MS) algorithm 

spends very little time on such decisions and relies on large amounts of training data to 

correct decisions at lower levels of the tree.  The MS algorithm uses T=mean(F) as the 

threshold for dividing each feature F and compares the impurities of the divisions of 

all features.  This is very efficient and produces relatively shallow decision trees by 

generally dividing the training set in half at each decision point.  Mean split, however, 

does not ensure that the division will necessarily divide the examples at points that are 

meaningful to correct classification.  Successive splits at lower levels of the tree will 

eventually correctly classify the training data, but may not generalize as well. 

The resulting MS decision trees are not as good as those produced by more 

careful means such as CW or CWSS.  However, we hypothesized, that the speedup in 

classification would improve interactivity and thus reduce the time for designers to 

train a classifier.  We believe designers make up for the lower quality of the decision 

tree with the ability to correct more rapidly.  The key is in optimizing designer 

judgment rather than classifier predictions.  MSSS is a sub-sampled version of MS in 

the same manner as CWSS.  In MSSS, since we just evaluate the impurity at the mean, 
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and since the mean is a simple statistical value, the resulting divisions are generally 

identical to those of straight MS. 

As a parenthetical note, another important bottleneck that is common to all of 

the classifiers is the necessity to calculate all features initially to create the classifier.  

We made the assumption in IML that all features are pre-calculated and that the 

learning part will find the distinguishing features.  Although, this can be optimized so 

it is faster, all algorithms will suffer from this bottleneck.  

There are many differences between the performances of each of the 

algorithms.  The most important is that the CW algorithms train slower than the MS 

algorithms, but tend to create better classifiers.  Other differences are of note though.  

For example, the sub sampled versions, CWSS and MSSS, generally allowed the 

classifiers to be generated faster.  More specifically, CWSS was usually twice as fast 

as CW, as was MSSS compared to MS. 

Because the sub-sampled techniques are faster while yielding comparable 

classification accuracies to their un-sub-sampled counterparts, only CWSS and MSSS 

will be used for comparisons.  The critical comparison is to see which algorithm 

allows the user to create a satisfactory classifier the fastest.  User tests comparing 

these algorithms are outlined and presented in the next section. 

6.2.5 Evaluation 

User tests were conducted to evaluate the differences between CWSS and 

MSSS.  When creating a new perceptual interface it is not classification time that is 

the real issue.  The important issue is designer time.  As stated before, classification 
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creation time for CWSS is longer than MSSS, but the center-weighted algorithms tend 

to generalize better than the mean split algorithms.  The CWSS generally takes 1-10 

seconds to train on training sets of 10,000-60,000 examples, while MSSS is 

approximately twice as fast on the same training sets.  These differences are 

important; as our hypothesis was that faster classifier creation times can overcome 

poorer inductive strength and thus reduce overall designer time. 

To test the difference between CWSS and MSSS we used three key 

measurements: wall clock time to create the classifier, number of classify/correct 

iterations, and structure of the resulting tree (depth and number of nodes).  The latter 

of these three corresponds to the amount of time the classifier takes to classify an 

image in actual usage.   

In order to test the amount of time a designer takes to create a good classifier, 

we need a standard to define “good classifier”.  A “gold standard” was created for four 

different classification problems: skin-detection, paper card tracking, robot car 

tracking and laser tracking.  These gold standards were created by carefully classifying 

pixels until, in human judgment, the best possible classification was being performed 

on the test images for each problem. The resulting classifier was then saved as a 

standard. 

Ten total test subjects were used and divided into two groups.  The first five 

did each task using the CWSS followed by the MSSS and the remaining five MSSS 

followed by CWSS.  The users were given each of the problems in turn and asked to 

build a classifier.  Each time the subject requested a classifier to be built that 

classifier’s performance was measured against the performance of the standard 
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classifier for that task. When the subject’s classifier agreed with the standard on more 

than 97.5% of the pixels, the test was declared complete.   

Table 6.1, shows the average times and iterations for the first group, Table 6.2, 

the second group. 

Table 6.1 — CWSS followed by MSSS 

 CWSS MSSS 
Problem Time Iterations Time Iterations 
Skin 03:06 4.4 10:35 12.6 
Paper Cards 02:29 4.2 02:23 5.0 
Robot Car 00:50 1.6 01:00 1.6 
Laser 00:46 1.2 00:52 1.4 

 

Table 6.2 — MSSS followed by CWSS 

 MSSS CWSS 
Problem Time Iterations Time Iterations 
Skin 10:26 11.4 03:51 3.6 
Paper Cards 04:02 5.0 02:37 2.6 
Robot Car 01:48 1.2 01:37 1.2 
Laser 01:29 1.0 01:16 1.0 

 

The laser tracker is a relatively simple classifier because of the uniqueness of 

bright red spots [OLSE01]. The robot car was contrasted with a uniform colored 

carpet and was similarly straightforward. Identifying colored paper cards against a 

cluttered background was more difficult because of the diversity of the background. 

The skin tracker is the hardest because of the diversity of skin color, camera over-

saturation problems and cluttered background [YANG99].  

As can be seen in tables 1 and 2, MSSS takes substantially more designer 

effort on the hard problems than CWSS. All subjects specifically stated that CWSS 

was “faster” than MSSS especially in the Skin case.  (Some did not notice a difference 
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between the two algorithms while working on the other problems.)  We did not test 

any of the slower algorithms such as neural nets or nearest-neighbor.  Interactively 

these are so poor that the results are self-evident.  We also did not test the full CW 

algorithm.  Its classification times tend into minutes and clearly could not compete 

with the times shown in tables 1 and 2.  It is clear from our evaluations that a 

classification algorithm must get under the 10-20 second barrier in producing a new 

classification, but that once under that barrier, the designer’s manual classification 

time begins to dominate.  Once the designer’s manual classification time begins to 

dominate the total classifier development time, then the classifier with better 

generalization wins. 

We also mentioned the importance of the tree structure as it relates to the 

classification time of an image.  Table 3 shows the average tree structures (tree depth 

and number of nodes) as well as the average classification time (ACT) in milliseconds 

over the set of test images. 

Table 6.3 — Tree structures and average classification time (ACT) 

 CWSS MSSS 
Problem Depth Nodes ACT Depth Nodes ACT 
Skin 16.20 577 243 25.60 12530 375 
Paper Cards 15.10 1661 201 16.20 2389 329 
Car 13.60 1689 235 15.70 2859 317 
Laser 13.00 4860 110 8.20 513 171 

 

As seen in Table 3, depth, number of nodes and ACT, were all lower in CWSS 

than in MSSS.  This was predicted as CWSS provides better divisions between the 

training examples. 
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While testing we observed that those who used the MSSS which is fast but less 

accurate, first, ended up using more training data, even when they used the CWSS, 

which usually generalizes better and needs less data.  Those who used the CWSS first, 

were pleased with the interactivity of CWSS and became very frustrated when they 

used MSSS, even though it could cycle faster through the interactive loop.  In 

actuality, because of the poor generalization of the mean split algorithm, even though 

the classifier generation time for MSSS was quicker than CWSS, the users felt it 

necessary to paint more using the MSSS, so the overall time increased using MSSS.  

6.3 Conclusion 

When using machine learning in an interactive design setting, feature selection 

must be automatic rather than manual and classifier training-time must be relatively 

fast. Decision Trees using a sub-sampling technique to improve training times are very 

effective for both of these purposes. Once interactive speeds are achieved, however, 

the quality of the classifier’s generalization becomes important. Using tools like 

Crayons, demonstrates that machine learning can form an appropriate basis for the 

design tools needed to create new perceptual user interfaces. 

Although Crayons uses IML, IML’s scope extends beyond that of Crayons’.  

IML is a model for interactive machine learning and could be useful for any number of 

PUI applications.  IML could be used to create classifiers for PUI systems that use 

sensors other than cameras such as depth scanners and infrared sensors [SCHI00, 

STAR00, TRIG93].  It could also be used for interfaces other than PUIs, as IML is a 

general approach to quickly create classifiers for any interactive setting. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Features 

7.1 Pixel-based Color Features 

Many different features have been used in the past to create visual classifiers.  

Crayons requires a feature set that can be combined to model a variety of classifiers 

and image filters.  Rather than carefully select features, and various convolution 

filters, we let the decision tree algorithm form those filters by its own tree structure.  

In other words, the DT structure used in Crayons will automatically combine basic 

features to simulate more complex filters and kernels. 

The basic features for a given pixel are the red, green, blue, hue, saturation, 

and value values for that pixel.  A number of interactive techniques can be built from 

these six values, but they are not very robust to noise and are not sufficient for edge 

detection, differentiating spots from larger areas, and a variety of other useful 

behaviors. 

To introduce a wider range of features, integral images [VIOL01] of each of 

these six features are also used.  Each value in an integral image represents the sum of 

all pixels above and to the left of that position.  This technique enables the computing 

of the sum of the pixels of any rectangle of an image in constant time (see Figure 7.1).  

Using this technique, regions of differing sizes can be used as features, because the 

computation of the sum of each region can be computed in constant time.  These 
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region features have been very effective in producing efficient face trackers 

[VIOL01]. 

A

C

B

D

a b

c d

D = d – c – b + a
 

Figure 7.1 — Sum of region using integral images [VIOL01] 

 

Figure 7.1 illustrates how integral images work.  The sum of the pixels within 

rectangle D can be computed with four references into the integral image.  The value 

of the integral image at location a is the sum of the pixels in rectangle A.  The value of 

location b is A + B, at location c is A + C, and at location d is A + B + C + D.  The sum 

of the pixels within D can be computed as d – c – b + a. 

The integral image area features used in Crayons are shown below in Figure 

7.2.  Because of their structure, decision trees combine the features at each node.  

While going down the decision tree, one could observe large-valued features for all of 

the left-sided regions, and low values for all of the right-sided features.  This 

combination is similar to an edge detection filter.  Similarly, by combining these area 

features the decision tree can emulate many noise filters, edge detectors, speckle 
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removers and several other image processing techniques.  This greatly simplifies the 

users’ task because the decision tree automates the image-processing techniques; the 

user does not need to know, nor care about the existence of such filters. 

27 Pixels

9 Pixels

3 Pixels

 

Figure 7.2 — Area feature pattern 

 

For each of the 6 basic features (red, green, blue, hue, saturation, and value) 

the surrounding 8 pixels are added to the feature vector.  Then features for that 3x3 

region and the surrounding 8, 3x3 regions are augmented features.  The same is done a 

9x9 scale, ending with the addition of the 27x27 area as a whole.  As previously 

stated, combinations of these features can produce a variety of filters at a variety of 

scales.  At present, a total of around 175 features are used in Crayons.  These features 

perform very well for a wide variety of interactive tracking needs. 

7.2 Texture Features 

One possible addition to the Crayons’ feature set could be the addition of 

texture features.  Texture features would help identify different textures like sand, 

wood grain, fabrics, etc.  To explore how adding texture would be of value, two 
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texture models were investigated: Laws’ texture features and co-occurrence matrix 

features. 

7.2.1 Laws’ Texture Features 

 Laws in his dissertation work [LAWS80], developed a set of texture features 

for a pixel in an image.  He started with 5 one-dimensional kernels and through many 

transformations; he generates 14 rotationally invariant texture features for each pixel.  

The algorithm is shown in Figure 7.3. 

 

! Initialize the 25, 5x5 kernels by convolving the five
original one-dimensional kernels

! Convolve the image with all 25 kernels saving the
result of each convolution

! Perform windowing operation (a smoothing operation)
with a 15x15 kernel on all 25 resulting images

! Normalize all images by the L5L5 convolution image
! Combine to get rotationally invariant features

 

Figure 7.3 — Law's texture features algorithm 

 

The original Laws’ texture feature kernels are shown in Figure 7.4.  As 

mentioned in the algorithm above, these kernels are convolved with each other 

creating such combinations as E5L5, which is the convolution of the original E5 and 

L5 texture kernels (see Figure 7.4).  
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L5 = [ 1  4  6  4  1]
E5 = [-1 –2  0  2  1]
S5 = [-1  0  2  0 –1]
W5 = [-1  2  0 –2  1]
R5 = [ 1 –4  6 –4  1]

 

Figure 7.4 — Original one-dimensional Law’s texture kernels 

 
 Laws then normalized and smoothed the results of the convolutions of the 

images with the two-dimensional texture kernels.  After the images were normalized 

and smoothed he referred to the images by their two-dimensional texture kernel 

followed by a T.  Since rotationally invariant features were desired, the transposed 

kernels (e.g. E5L5 and L5E5) were combined as shown in Figure 7.5. 

 

E5L5TR = E5L5T + L5E5T
S5L5TR = S5L5T + L5S5T
W5L5TR = W5L5T + L5W5T
R5L5TR = R5L5T + L5R5T
S5E5TR = S5E5T + E5S5T
W5E5TR = W5E5T + E5W5T
R5E5TR = R5E5T + E5R5T
W5S5TR = W5S5T + S5W5T
R5S5TR = R5S5T + S5R5T
R5W5TR = R5W5T + W5R5T

E5E5TR = E5E5T * 2
S5S5TR = S5S5T * 2
W5W5TR = W5W5T * 2
R5R5TR = R5R5T * 2

 

Figure 7.5 — Final rotationally invariant Law's texture features 
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Laws showed these features enabled effective classification of many different 

textures. 

7.2.2 Co-occurrence Matrix Texture Features 

Co-occurrence texture matrices are used to estimate the pair wise statistics of 

pixel intensity for a region in an image [SHAR00].  Each element in the matrix 

therefore represents an estimate of the probability that two pixels with a specified 

separation have gray levels i and j.  This separation is defined by a distance d and an 

angle θ.  So, the co-occurrence matrix Φ(d,θ) is a square matrix with each side equal 

to the number of gray levels taken from the image.  The basic method for creating the 

co-occurrence matrix is to find the gray value i for each pixel a in the region, and the 

gray value j for the pixel b separated from a by d and θ  (see Figure 7.6).  After i and j 

are found, the values at positions [i,j] and [j,i] in the co-occurrence matrix are 

incremented.  This forms a symmetric matrix that is normalized into a PDF by 

dividing each entry by the sum of the entries. 

d

 

Figure 7.6 — Co-occurrence matrix creation using d and θ 
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Since Crayons evaluates features for each pixel in a color image, the first step 

in adding the co-occurrence texture features is to transform the color image into a 

grayscale image.  To be able to calculate the co-occurrence matrices, region sizes and 

distances need to be established.  Three region sizes were used and we define them as 

R around each pixel: R = {3, 9, 27}.  This allowed for textures of different sizes and 

would correspond to the color region sizes used in Crayons.  According to [SHAR00], 

distances other than 1 are rarely used, but again we decided to use three distance sizes 

D to allow for textures of different sizes: D = {1,2,4}.  The last parameter used in the 

creation of a co-occurrence matrix for a pixel is the angle θ.  Since rotationally 

invariant features are desired, four co-occurrence matrices are created for the angles: 

0°, 45°, 90°, and 135°.  These four matrices are then averaged, resulting in a PDF 

matrix from which 8 statistical features can be computed (see Figure 7.7). 
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Figure 7.7 — Co-occurrence matrix texture features 

 

Co-occurrence matrices are built for each region size in R and each distance in 

D.  This results in nine co-occurrence matrices for each pixel.  The eight statistical 

features shown in Figure 7.7 are then computed from these matrices, yielding a total of 

72 co-occurrence matrix texture features. 

7.3 Evaluation of Pixel-based and Texture Features 

Because the texture features are so computationally expensive, an experiment 

was run to perform a cost-benefit analysis.  For the experiment three tasks were used: 
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Flat vs. Texture, Robot Tracking, and Robot Terrain Identification these tasks are 

shown below in Figure 7.8. 

Robot Terrain Identification
Crayons: Background, Greens, Asphalt, and Sidewalk

Flat vs.  Texture
Crayons: Flat and Textured

Robot Tracking
Crayons: Background and Robot

 

Figure 7.8 — Tasks for the color and texture experiment 
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For each of these tasks three different traces were created with incrementally 

more training examples at each iteration (we call each iteration a phase).  The different 

phases were used to simulate Crayons’ usage, since training examples are added 

incrementally. 

Phase 1 Phase 3Phase 2

 

Figure 7.9 — Example of three phases used for the robot tracking feature experiment 

 

The three traces for every combination of Laws, Co-occurrence and color 

features were then run through the Crayons system.  The detailed results are shown in 

appendices A through C and are summarized in Table 7.1. 

 

Table 7.1 — Experimental results of color and texture features 

Feature Combination 
Avg Train 
Time (ms) 

Avg Classify 
Time (ms) 

Avg 
Accuracy 

Color 12,870 336 97.36%
Laws 23,026 2,264 78.34%
Co-occurrence 26,465 20,531 95.46%
Color, Laws 24,781 4,473 96.86%
Color, Co-occurrence 45,717 7,451 97.78%
Laws, Co-occurrence 37,912 21,053 95.51%
Color, Laws, Co-occurrence 55,939 8,134 97.80%
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The affects of the added texture features were very disappointing.  As can be 

seen in the table above, only two combinations yielded higher accuracy than just the 

color features: (Color, Co-occurrence) and (Color, Laws, Co-occurrence).  Despite the 

slight gains in accuracy, the dramatic increase in training and classification times, 

deem the texture features far too costly to be beneficial.  Further analysis of the 

features used in the resulting classifiers, shows that even in the cases allowing texture 

features, color features were used more frequently, and higher up in the resulting 

decision trees  (See Appendices D through F).  Although these results do not prove 

this, they hint that the color features already capture some texture information, as only 

minute gains in accuracy were observed once the texture features were added. 

7.4 Conclusion 

In conclusion, the experiment demonstrates the inefficiency of the texture 

features relative to the color features.  Even though the results show that Law’s trains 

and classifies faster than the co-occurrence matrix features, Law’s texture features are 

not as accurate.  Conversely, co-occurrence matrix features can enhance classification, 

but require much more computation time.  As briefly discussed earlier, neither of these 

texture measures are fast enough to be interactive, and so are not good additions to 

Crayons.  In essence, color wins!  The original color features perform quickly and 

accurately on the tasks measured in our experiments.  The results show, that even for 

obvious textural classifications that color features work efficiently.  This suggests that 

the original color features used capture (to some extent) texture. 
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Even though these texture measures were inefficient, there may still be 

advantages of having texture features.  As such, new texture measures will be explored 

in future work.  It is believed that by doing differencing between the different regional 

color features, that not only texture, but also edges can be detected more readily. 

Since this experiment demonstrated the inefficiency of the Law’s and co-

occurrence matrix texture measures in Crayons, the current implementation of 

Crayons only uses the color features described in the first section of this chapter.  

Crayons could possibly use many other features, such as image history, motion, other 

texture measures, shape descriptors, etc.  All of these additional features are left as 

future work, and are not currently in Crayons. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Summary 

Our original intent was to build a tool that would allow designers to build 

camera-based interfaces in minutes rather than months.  Since a classifier is critical to 

camera-based PUIs and it also appears to require the most resources to develop, the 

means to this end was the creation of a tool to aid image classifiers development.  The 

design tool for camera-based PUI interaction developed in this thesis work was Image 

Processing with Crayons (Crayons).  The evaluation Crayons described in Chapter 5, 

yielded the results that are shown below in Table 8.1. 

 

Table 8.1 — Time spent creating classifier 

 Time (min:sec) 
Problem Min Avg Max 
Skin 3:28 5:20 7:00 
Paper Cards 1:25 2:30 3:35 
Car 0:27 1:02 1:28 
Laser 0:11 0:39 1:56 

 

 These results show a dramatic decrease in classifier development time, as 

satisfactory classifiers can be created in minutes rather than days, weeks or months.  

This is the most important result of this research: that image classifiers can effectively 

be created in minutes not months. 
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The speed attained definitely fulfills the ‘fast’ of the fast and focused UI 

principle.  As also discussed in Chapter 5, the Crayons UI also promoted users to 

remain focused on the classification problem at hand, thus fulfilling the ‘focused’ 

portion of the principle. 

The Crayons tool is a first step in putting sensor-based interactions into the 

hands of user interface designers.  Machine learning for interactive use is significantly 

different from traditional batch-oriented training and carries its own unique demands 

on the learning algorithms.  Crayons illustrates how IML can be used to free designers 

from the knowledge of machine learning and image/signal processing, and instead, 

allow them to focus on interactive tasks. 

 Much work can and already has been spawned from the original Crayons 

implementation.  There is fodder for continuing research in the fields of human 

computer interaction (HCI), machine learning, and image processing in each of the 

Crayons components. 

The future work from Crayons in HCI mostly deals with changes to the 

interface.  One interesting idea is to extend the interface to deal with multiple 

classification layers.  This would enable classifier hierarchies similar to Jaimes’ work 

[JAIM00b, JAIM00c].  Another characteristic HCI question stems from the one user 

who felt the interface was so simple that s/he could think about other things while 

building a classifier.  This question is, how to fully engage a user so they are focused 

on task at hand without overburdening the user. 

The machine learning extensions possible to Crayons are also very interesting.  

Many different learning and classification algorithms could be experimented with to 
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enhance the speed of Crayons.  One of the most curious ideas, however, is to archive 

old classifiers and training data and use the archived information when building new 

classifiers.  Of course, to keep the simplicity of the Crayons user interface this would 

have to be done automatically, requiring Crayons to be running background processes 

to match the current training examples or classifier to the archived training sets and 

classifiers.  This would enable faster and better recognition if a good match were 

found.  It would also facilitate hierarchical classifiers, as previously made classifiers 

could be easily imported into a certain level in the classifier hierarchy. 

The image processing advances are mostly found within the feature sets used.  

Motion, history, shape, texture, blob, region and image moments are all candidate 

features that could be added.  Motion and history would enable video capability 

[DAVI99].  There are many applications such as people tracking, where history 

enhances the accuracy of the classifier.  However, with this added accuracy, motion 

and history features introduce many problems as they add the dimension of time 

rapidly which significantly increases the number of features to be evaluated.  The 

other features also add computation time, which increases training and classification 

times.  This of course is undesirable, so it introduces the necessity for either pre-

pruning the feature sets or allowing the user to turn on/off some of the feature sets.  

One idea is to let each feature have an associated weight or cost.  This value would 

also be fed into the machine learning so the overall best classifier, including time 

efficiency, would be created.  All of these extensions would require careful 

consideration and evaluation, but promise great advances to the functionality of 

Crayons. 
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One of the extensions that is currently being explored is blob or region 

classification.  This involves several of the extensions previously mentioned.  Blob 

classification involves building a second layer, a blob recognizer on top of the original 

Crayons’ color recognizer.  The blob recognizer, recognizer individual objects with 

specific color and blob attributes.  This enables simple object trackers to be built in 

minutes.  This is currently being used for robot tracking and laser pointer tracking.  

With this blob recognizer, classifiers for these applications can be created very rapidly 

— in a matter of minutes. 

In conclusion, this thesis serves as a stepping-stone for the development of 

effective methods for building classifiers.  Crayons, is a tool that greatly facilitates the 

creation of visual classifiers that can be used in camera-based PUIs.  The user studies 

performed in this thesis show the effectiveness of IML and Crayons, which are both 

foundational steps towards making a Visual Basic type interface for building 

classifiers for camera-based interaction.   
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APPENDIX A  

Flat vs. Texture Data 

Phase 1    
  Train Speed Classify Speed Accuracy 

Color 2125 256.2 0.965173 
Laws 11766 2212.4 0.862741 
Coocurrence 3968 10484.2 0.977928 
Color Laws 12500 259.6 0.965173 
Color Coocurr 7141 11562.4 0.977928 
Laws Coocurr 14844 11212.4 0.977928 
All 17297 11538 0.977928 

 
Phase 2    

  Train Speed Classify Speed Accuracy 
Color 9750 309.4 0.982392 
Laws 19719 2256 0.862157 
Coocurrence 22688 16143.6 0.985761 
Color Laws 2906 315.6 0.982392 
Color Coocurr 39500 15521.8 0.987949 
Laws Coocurr 33484 17187.4 0.990531 
All 48844 15722 0.987949 

 
Phase 3    

  Train Speed Classify Speed Accuracy 
Color 41110 356.2 0.993998 
Laws 49563 2231.2 0.907127 
Coocurrence 78109 7040.6 0.987914 
Color Laws 52438 334.4 0.993998 
Color Coocurr 140422 7900 0.990094 
Laws Coocurr 89750 9056.2 0.987325 
All 151640 9381 0.991613 
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APPENDIX B  

Robot Tracking Data 

Phase 1    
  Train Speed Classify Speed Accuracy 

Color 2609 290.6 0.985618 
Laws 12203 2219 0.857578 
Coocurrence 5125 13209.4 0.959694 
Color Laws 12828 287.4 0.985618 
Color Coocurr 9204 968.6 0.98531 
Laws Coocurr 16000 14962.8 0.958628 
All 18828 928.2 0.98531 

 
Phase 2    

  Train Speed Classify Speed Accuracy 
Color 5328 328.2 0.993137 
Laws 15250 2265.6 0.85198 
Coocurrence 12312 13837.6 0.97886 
Color Laws 15406 337.4 0.993137 
Color Coocurr 22344 3184.4 0.993666 
Laws Coocurr 22735 15434.2 0.978755 
All 30750 4159.4 0.99313 

 
Phase 3    

  Train Speed Classify Speed Accuracy 
Color 17469 328.2 0.99585 
Laws 27453 2300.2 0.895019 
Coocurrence 38875 20375 0.990216 
Color Laws 27657 2228.2 0.995489 
Color Coocurr 63891 4728 0.997221 
Laws Coocurr 48922 21268.8 0.989081 
All 73093 4703 0.997221 
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APPENDIX C  

Robot Terrain Identification Data 

Phase 1    
  Train Speed Classify Speed Accuracy 

Color 3937 393.3 0.90323 
Laws 15140 2265.7 0.571841 
Coocurrence 7641 35851.5 0.868046 
Color Laws 15828 380.2 0.903231 
Color Coocurr 13141 4523.3 0.921381 
Laws Coocurr 20266 34796.7 0.866458 
All 24531 4458.3 0.921381 

 
Phase 2    

  Train Speed Classify Speed Accuracy 
Color 11000 375 0.970355 
Laws 22515 2351.7 0.614028 
Coocurrence 22172 34015.7 0.91884 
Color Laws 23235 2286.5 0.969671 
Color Coocurr 37422 8036.3 0.972577 
Laws Coocurr 35454 32195.3 0.921192 
All 48921 9934.83 0.972321 

 
Phase 3    

  Train Speed Classify Speed Accuracy 
Color 22500 385.3 0.972956 
Laws 33625 2278.5 0.627739 
Coocurrence 47297 33820.2 0.924213 
Color Laws 36172 2291.7 0.974129 
Color Coocurr 78391 10638 0.974346 
Laws Coocurr 59750 33364.7 0.926364 
All 89547 12377.7 0.974942 
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APPENDIX D  

Flat vs. Texture Features Used 

Phase 1  
  Features 

Color saturation-3-top-middle(55.5%), green-9-top-right(31.7%), saturation-9-middle-
right(12.8%) 

Laws W5L5TR(33.7%), E5L5TR(28.4%), S5L5TR(17.8%), R5R5TR(6.6%), 
E5E5TR(5.9%), R5L5TR(3.7%), S5E5TR(0.8%), W5E5TR(0.7%), 
S5S5TR(0.6%), W5W5TR(0.5%), W5S5TR(0.5%) 

Coocurrence 
27-2-Energy(100%) 

Color Laws saturation-3-top-middle(55.5%), green-9-top-right(31.7%), saturation-9-middle-
right(12.8%) 

Color 
Coocurr 27-2-Energy(100%) 
Laws 
Coocurr 27-2-Energy(100%) 
All 27-2-Energy(100%) 
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Phase 2  

  Features 
Color saturation-3-top-left(32.9%), saturation(20.9%), green(11.8%), saturation-3-

bottom-left(10.5%), saturation-9-middle-middle(6.6%), red-9-top-left(6.3%), 
hue(3.8%), blue-27-full(2.8%), red-27-middle-middle(2.5%), green-27-top-
left(1.0%), value-9-middle-left(0.9%) 

Laws S5L5TR(42.9%), E5L5TR(27.4%), W5L5TR(9.8%), R5L5TR(6.1%), 
W5W5TR(2.5%), S5E5TR(2.1%), E5E5TR(2.1%), S5S5TR(1.6%), 
W5E5TR(1.5%), W5S5TR(1.4%), R5E5TR(0.9%), R5W5TR(0.7%), 
R5S5TR(0.7%) 

Coocurrence 9-2-Energy(32.2%), 9-1-Energy(17.3%), 27-2-IDM(14%), 9-2-Entropy(11.5%), 
9-1-Haralick(6.1%), 27-1-Correlation(5.7%), 9-1-shade(2.2%), 27-1-
Shade(2%), 3-1-Energy(2%), 9-1-IDM(1.3%), 3-4-Shade(1.2%), 27-4-
Correlation(1%) 

Color Laws saturation-3-top-left(31.8%), saturation(20.8%), green(11.8%), saturation-3-
bottom-left(10.5%), saturation-9-middle-middle(6.6%), red-9-top-left(6.3%), 
hue(3.8%), blue-27-full(2.8%), red-27-middle-middle(2.5%), green-27-top-
left(1.0%) 

Color 
Coocurr 

9-2-Energy(29.7%), 9-1-Energy(17.8%), green(16%), 27-2-IDM(10.7%), 
red(7%), 9-1-Harlick(6.3%), green-27-middle-left(3.8%), hue(2.9%), 9-1-
shade(2.3%), green-27-full(1.7%) 

Laws 
Coocurr 

9-2-Energy(33.7%), 9-1-Energy(18.1%), 9-2-Entropy(12.0), 27-2-IDM(10.8%), 
9-1-Harlick(6.4%), 27-1-Correlation(6.0), S5L5TR(4.8), 9-1-shade(2.3%), 
E5L5TR(2.2), 27-1-Shade(2.1) 

All 9-2-Energy(29.7%), 9-1-Energy(17.8%), green(16%), 27-2-IDM(10.7%), 
red(7%), 9-1-Harlick(6.3%), green-27-middle-left(3.8%), hue(2.9%), 9-1-
shade(2.3%), green-27-full(1.7%) 
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Phase 3  

  Features 
Color saturation-3-top-right(29.2%), heu-27-middle-left(17.5%), saturation-9-top-

middle(11.7%), saturation-3-bottom-left(10.5%), green-27-bottom-
middle(6.3%), saturation-3-top-middle(4.7%), value-27-bottom-middle(4.2%), 
red(3.3%), saturation(3.2%), saturation-9-bottom-middle(2.2%), saturation-9-
middle-middle(1.3%), value-9-middle-middle(1.3%), value(1.2%), hue(0.8%), 
red-27-top-middle(0.7%) 

Laws S5L5TR(32.9%), E5L5TR(21.5%), W5L5TR(8.0%), S5S5TR(7.0%), 
R5L5TR(6.1%), W5S5TR(4.9%), E5E5TR(3.9%), W5E5TR(3.8%), 
W5W5TR(2.8%), S5E5TR(2.6%), R5E5TR(2.1%), R5S5TR(1.9%), 
R5W5TR(1.4%), R5R5TR(1.2%) 

Coocurrence 9-2-Energy(55.5), 9-2-Entropy(22.2), 27-2-Energy(9.3), 27-1-Prominence(4.1), 
9-4-Haralick(2.4), 27-1-Shade(1.4), 27-2-IDM(1.4), 9-1-Entropy(1.0) 

Color Laws saturation-3-top-right(29.2%), heu-27-middle-left(17.5%), saturation-9-top-
middle(11.7%), saturation-3-bottom-left(10.5%), green-27-bottom-
middle(6.3%), saturation-3-top-middle(4.7%), value-27-bottom-middle(4.2%), 
red(3.3%), saturation(3.2%), saturation-9-bottom-middle(2.2), saturation-9-
middle-middle(1.3), value-9-middle-middle(1.3), value(1.2) 

Color 
Coocurr 

9-2-Energy(52.4%), green(21.1%), 27-2-Energy(11.2%), 9-4-Harlick(4.5%), 
saturation-27-full(2.4%), saturation-3-top-middle(2.1%), 3-1-Energy(1.4%), 27-
2-IDM(1%) 

Laws 
Coocurr 

9-2-Energy(55.9), 9-2-Entropy(22.4), 27-2-Energy(9.4), 27-1-Prominence(3.9), 
9-4-Haralick(2.4), 27-1-Shade(1.4), 27-2-IDM(1.4), 9-1-Entropy(1.0) 

All 9-2-Energy(52.4%), green(21.1%), 27-2-Energy(11.2%), 9-4-Harlick(4.5%), 
saturation-27-full(2.4%), saturation-3-top-middle(2.1%), 3-1-Energy(1.4%), 27-
2-IDM(1%) 
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APPENDIX E  

Robot Tracking Features Used 

Phase 1  
  Features 

Color red-27-full(47.6%), red-27-bottom-left(19.1%), red(13.0%), saturation-27-top-
left(7.9%), saturation-27-middle-right(4.7%), hue-27-bottom-left(2.8%), 
green(2.1%), saturation-3-bottom-left(1.1%), green-27-bottom-left(0.7%) 

Laws E5L5TR(43.4%), R5L5TR(14.9%), E5E5TR(13.1%), S5L5TR(8.9%), 
S5E5TR(5.7%), S5S5TR(3.8%), W5L5TR(2.7%), W5E5TR(1.8%), 
R5S5TR(1.6%), W5S5TR(1.5%), W5W5TR(1.0%), R5W5TR(0.8%), 
R5E5TR(0.5%) 

Coocurrence 27-4-Inertia(27.6), 3-1-Energy(15.4), 27-4-Shade(15.2), 27-4-IDM(8.8), 3-1-
Entropy(7.0), 27-1-Haralick(6.1), 3-1-Correlation(3.1), 9-1-Energy(2.8), 27-4-
Haralick(2.6), 3-1-Inertia(1.6), 3-4-Entropy(1.3), 3-4-Energy(1.2), 3-2-
Energy(1.2), 3-2-Entropy(1.2), 9-1-Correlation(1.0) 

Color Laws red-27-full(47.6%), red-27-bottom-left(19.1%), red(13.0%), saturation-27-top-
left(7.9%), saturation-27-middle-right(4.7%), hue-27-bottom-left(2.8%), 
green(2.1%), saturation-3-bottom-left(1.1%), green-27-bottom-left(0.7%) 

Color 
Coocurr 

red-27-full(53.6%), red-27-bottom-left(21.4%), saturation-27-top-left(8.9%), 
saturation-27-middle-right(5.3%), red(4.3%), 27-1-Energy(3.2%), green-3-top-
right(1.3%), hue-27-bottom-left(0.9%), green(0.6%) 

Laws 
Coocurr 

27-4-Inertia(27.0), E5L5TR(24.4), 27-4-Shade(14.9), 27-4-IDM(8.6), 27-1-
Haralick(5.3), E5E5TR(4.3), 3-1-Correlation(2.9), 27-4-Haralick(2.6), 3-1-
Entropy(2.4), 3-1-Inertia(1.5), 3-4-Entropy(1.0) 

All red-27-full(53.6%), red-27-bottom-left(21.4%), saturation-27-top-left(8.9%), 
saturation-27-middle-right(5.3%), red(4.3%), 27-1-Energy(3.2%), green-3-top-
right(1.3%), hue-27-bottom-left(0.9%), green(0.6%) 
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 Phase 2  

  Features 
Color red-27-full(35.0%), value-27-full(13.9%), saturation-27-top-middle(8.3%), red-

27-top-left(8.0%), red(7.4%), saturation-27-full(5.6%), red-9-top-middle(5.0%), 
blue-27-full(3.3%), hue-27-top-right(2.3%), green(1.8%), saturation-27-middle-
middle(1.8%), saturation(1.4%), green-27-full(1.1%), red-9-
bottommiddle(1.1%), hue-27-top-middle(0.7%), red-27-bottom-left(0.7%) 

Laws E5L5TR(33.2%), R5L5TR(24.4%), S5L5TR(16.4%), W5L5TR(4.8%), 
E5E5TR(4.1%), R5S5TR(2.7%), S5S5TR(2.3%), W5E5TR(2.2%), 
R5W5TR(2.1%), R5E5TR(1.8%), S5E5TR(1.6%), R5R5TR(1.6%), 
W5W5TR(1.5%), W5S5TR(1.4%) 

Coocurrence 27-4-Inertia(25.5), 3-1-Energy(13.5), 27-4-Shade(11.5), 27-4-Entropy(6.0), 3-
1-Entropy(4.5), 27-1-Haralick(4.5), 27-1-Shade(4.4), 27-1-Entropy(4.1), 9-1-
Shade(2.5), 27-4-Correlation(2.4), 27-4-IDM(2.1), 3-2-Energy(1.9), 9-1-
Energy(1.9), 3-1-Correlation(1.8), 9-2-Inertia(1.8), 3-4-Energy(1.6), 3-4-
Entropy(1.5) 

Color Laws red-27-full(35.0%), value-27-full(13.9%), saturation-27-top-middle(8.3%), red-
27-top-left(8.0%), red(7.4%), saturation-27-full(5.6%), red-9-top-middle(5.0%), 
blue-27-full(3.3%), hue-27-top-right(2.3%), green(1.8%), saturation-27-middle-
middle(1.8%), saturation(1.4%), green-27-full(1.1%), red-9-bottom-
middle(1.1%), hue-27-top-middle(0.7%), red-27-bottom-left(0.7%) 

Color 
Coocurr 

red-27-full(43.2%), 9-1-Prominence(14.7%), red-3-top-middle(11.3%), 27-1-
IDM(8.6%), red(8.6%), 3-1-Entropy(2.4%), green(1.8), 3-2-Entropy(1.8), 3-4-
Entropy(1.8), 27-1-Prominence(1.4) 

Laws 
Coocurr 

27-4-Inertia(25.8), E5L5TR(20.2), 27-4-Shade(11.6), 27-4-Entropy(6.0), 27-1-
Haralick(4.5), 27-1-Entropy(4.1), E5E5TR(3.6), 27-1-Shade(3.4), S5L5TR(3.3), 
27-4-Correlation(2.4), 27-4-IDM(2.2), 9-1-Shade(1.9), 9-2-Inertia(1.6) 

All red-27-full(44.6%), 9-1-Prominence(15.2%), red-3-top-middle(11.6%), 27-1-
IDM(8.9%), red(7.9%), 3-1-Entropy(2.5%), S5L5TR(1.9%), green(1.6%), 
hue(1.5%), 27-2-Shade(1.1%), saturation(0.7%), red-27-bottom-right(0.6%) 
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Phase 3  

  Features 
Color red-27-full(24.9%), value-27-full(14.9%), hue-27-middle-middle(10.3%), blue-

27-full(8.6%), red(8.4%), value-9-middle-middle(6.0%), saturation-27-middle-
middle(4.7%), saturation-27-full(3.4%), red-27-top-right(2.4%), red-27-bottom-
middle(2.4%), red-9-bottom-middle(1.5%), red-27-bottom-left(1.4%), 
green(1.3%), value-9-top-middle(1.2%), saturation-9-middle-left(0.8%), red-27-
top-left(0.7%), red-9-top-middle(0.7%), hue(0.6%), red-9-middle-middle(0.5%), 
green-27-bottomm-left(0.5%), hue-27-top-left(0.5%) 

Laws E5L5TR(31.6%), R5L5TR(25.7%), S5L5TR(14.7%), R5W5TR(4.6%), 
W5L5TR(4.2%), S5S5TR(3.3%), S5E5TR(2.7%), E5E5TR(2.6%), 
W5W5TR(2.4%), W5E5TR(2.3%), R5R5TR(1.7%), R5S5TR(1.5%), 
W5S5TR(1.4%), R5E5TR(1.3%) 

Coocurrence 27-4-Inertia(17.5), 27-4-Correlation(12.8), 27-4-Shade(11.3), 3-1-Energy(10.9), 
27-1-IDM(8.3), 27-1-Inertia(4.1), 27-4-IDM(2.7), 9-1-Correlation(2.6), 27-1-
Haralick(2.3), 27-1-Shade(2.0), 27-1-Prominence(1.9), 3-1-Entropy(1.8), 3-4-
Energy(1.6), 9-1-Energy(1.6), 3-2-Energy(1.6), 3-1-Correlation(1.4), 27-1-
Correlation(1.3), 27-2-Inertia(1.0), 9-2-Haralick(1.0)  

Color Laws red-27-full(24.9%), value-27-full(14.9%), hue-27-middle-middle(10.3%), blue-
27-full(8.6%), red(8.4%), value-9-middle-middle(6.0%), saturation-27-middle-
middle(4.7%), saturation-27-full(3.4%), red-27-top-right(2.4%), red-27-bottom-
middle(2.4%), red-9-bottom-middle(1.5%), red-27-bottom-left(1.3%), 
green(1.2%), value-9-top-middle(1.2%) 

Color 
Coocurr 

red-27-full(29.9%), value-27-full(17.9%), 3-4-Correlation(10.8%), 3-4-
Inertia(9.9%), value-9-middle-middle(7.2%), saturation-27-middle-
middle(4.3%), red(3.8%), red-27-bottom-middle(2.6%), 27-1-IDM(2.0%), 
saturation-27-full(1.7%), 27-4-Prominence(1.5%), 9-1-Prominence(1.0%) 

Laws 
Coocurr 

27-4-Inertia(17.2), E5L5TR(16.8), 27-4-Correlation(12.8), 27-4-Shade(11.2), 
27-1-IDM(7.9), 27-1-Inertia(4.1), 27-4-IDM(2.7), S5L5TR(2.7), 9-1-
Correlation(2.5), 27-1-Haralick(2.0), 27-1-Shade(2.0), 27-1-Prominence(1.9), 
27-1-Correlation(1.3), 27-2-Inertia(1.0), 9-2-Haralick(1.0) 

All red-27-full(29.9%), value-27-full(17.9%), 3-4-Correlation(10.8%), 3-4-
Inertia(9.9%), value-9-middle-middle(7.2%), saturation-27-middle-
middle(4.3%), red(3.8%), red-27-bottom-middle(2.6%), 27-1-IDM(2.0%), 
saturation-27-full(1.7%), 27-4-Prominence(1.0%), 27-1-Energy(0.9%), 9-2-
Inertia(0.8%), red-9-middle-middle(0.6%), hue-9-top-left(0.6%), 27-1-
Prominence(0.6%), hue-9-middle-left(0.5%), hue(0.5%) 
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APPENDIX F  

Robot Terrain Identification Features 
Used 

 Phase 1  
  Features 

Color red(32.8%), blue-27-bottom-right(20.5%), hue-27-middle-middle(10.8%), blue-
27-bottom-middle(8.4%), saturation-27-bottom-right(4.3%), green(3.1%), 
saturation-27-full(2.1%), red-3-top-middle(1.7%), red-3-top-right(1.6%), hue-
27-full(1.5%), hue-27-bottom-left(1.4%), saturation(1.2%), value-27-bottom-
right(1.1%), green-9-top-left(1.0%), hue-27-bottom-right(0.8%), blue(0.8%), 
hue(0.8%), hue-3-top-left(0.6%), blue-3-bottom-middle(0.6%), green-27-
middle-right(0.5%), green-27-top-right(0.5%), saturation-27-top-middle(0.5%) 

Laws E5L5TR(52.2%), S5L5TR(10.8%), E5E5TR(9.9%), W5L5TR(6.7%), 
R5S5TR(4.5%), R5R5TR(3.1%), R5L5TR(2.9%), W5E5TR(2.0%), 
W5S5TR(1.9%), S5E5TR(1.8%), W5W5TR(1.4%), S5S5TR(1.3%), 
R5E5TR(0.9%), R5W5TR(0.8%) 

Coocurrence 3-1-Energy(29.7), 9-4-Haralick(13.0), 27-1-Haralick(8.5), 27-4-Energy(6.8), 27-
2-Correlation(4.7), 27-1-Correlation(3.9), 27-2-Haralick(3.9), 27-1-Shade(2.8), 
9-2-Prominence(2.8), 27-1-IDM(2.4), 27-2-Shade(1.8), 3-1-Entropy(1.5), 27-1-
Energy(1.5), 27-4-Haralick(1.2), 3-2-Energy(1.2), 9-1-Shade(1.0), 3-1-
Inertia(1.0) 

Color Laws red(32.8%), blue-27-bottom-right(20.5%), hue-27-middle-middle(10.8%), blue-
27-bottom-middle(8.4%), saturation-27-bottom-right(4.3%), green(3.1%), 
saturation-27-full(2.1%), red-3-top-middle(1.7%), red-3-top-right(1.6%), hue-
27-full(1.5%), hue-27-bottom-left(1.4%), saturation(1.2%), value-27-bottom-
right(1.1%), green-9-top-left(1.0%) 

Color 
Coocurr 

red(32.2%), blue-27-bottom-right(22.3%), hue-27-middle-middle(11.7%), 27-1-
Energy(6.4%), green(3.7%), saturation-27-top-middle(3.5%), 27-1-
Correlation(3.0%), hue-27-bottom-middle(2.1%), red-3-top-middle(1.8%), blue-
27-full(1.8%), hue(1.7%), red-27-top-right(1.4%), hue-27-full(1.3%), 
blue(1.1%), red-27-top-bottom-right(1.1%), red-3-top-right(1.1%) 

Laws 
Coocurr 

E5L5TR(33.4%), 9-4-Haralick(13.1), 27-1-Haralick(8.7), 27-4-Energy(6.9), 27-
2-Correlation(4.7), 27-2-Haralick(3.9), 27-1-Correlation(3.7), 27-1-Shade(2.8), 
9-2-Prominence(2.8), 27-1-IDM(2.4), S5L5TR(2.2%), 27-2-Shade(1.8), 
W5L5TR(1.2), 27-4-Haralick(1.1), 9-1-Shade(1.0) 

All red(32.2%), blue-27-bottom-right(22.3%), hue-27-middle-middle(11.7%), 27-1-
Energy(6.4%), green(3.7%), saturation-27-top-middle(3.5%), 27-1-
Correlation(3.0%), hue-27-bottom-middle(2.1%), red-3-top-middle(1.8%), blue-
27-full(1.8%), hue(1.7%), red-27-top-right(1.4%), hue-27-full(1.3%), 
blue(1.1%), red-27-top-bottom-right(1.1%), red-3-top-right(1.1%), red-3-
bottom-right(0.7%), red-27-top-middle(0.7%), saturation-27-middle-left(0.6%), 
blue-3-bottom-middle(0.6%) 
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Phase 2  

  Features 
Color red(21.5%), blue-9-bottom-left(16.3%), saturation-27-top-right(12.1%), hue-27-

middle-middle(8.9%), hue-27-bottom-left(4.9%), green(3.3%), saturation-27-
full(2.9%), green-27-middle-right(2.7%), blue-3-middle-right(2.4%), hue-27-
middle-right(2%), saturation-27-bottom-left(1.9%), blue-9-middle-right(1.9%), 
saturation-27-bottom-right(1.8%), green-27-full(1.6%), red-27-bottom-
right(1.3%), red-27-top-right(1%), blue-27-full(1%), hue-27-bottom-right(0.9%), 
saturation-27-middle-left(0.9%), blue-9-bottom-right(0.8%), saturation-9-top-
left(0.8%), saturation(0.8%), hue-27-top-middle(0.7%), blue-27-top-left(0.7%), 
hue-27-middle-left(0.6%), hue(0.5%), hue-27-top-right(0.5%), blue(0.5%), red-
9-top-left(0.5%) 

Laws E5L5TR(33.1%), R5L5TR(24.2%), S5L5TR(9.7%), E5E5TR(9.1%), 
W5L5TR(4.6%), W5W5TR(3.6%), R5S5TR(2.7%), W5E5TR(2.5%), 
S5S5TR(2.3%), W5S5TR(2.2%), S5E5TR(1.9%), R5R5TR(1.6%), 
R5W5TR(1.6%), R5E5TR(1%) 

Coocurrence 3-1-Energy(23.3), 9-2-Haralick(11.0), 27-1-Shade(10.5), 27-1-Haralick(8.5), 
27-4-IDM(7.5), 27-1-Inertia(3.7), 27-1-Energy(3.6), 27-1-IDM(3.0), 27-1-
Prominence(2.0), 3-1-Entropy(1.8), 27-2-Inertia(1.7), 27-4-Haralick(1.7), 27-2-
Prominence(1.1), 9-1-Energy(1.1), 3-2-Energy(1.1), 27-2-Haralick(1.0), 27-1-
Correlation(1.0), 27-4-Inertia(1.0), 9-2-Shade(1.0) 

Color Laws red(21.1%), blue-9-bottom-left(16.3%), saturation-27-top-right(12.1%), hue-27-
middle-middle(8.9%), hue-27-bottom-left(4.9%), green(3.3%), saturation-27-
full(2.9%), green-27-middle-right(2.7%), blue-3-middle-right(2.4%), hue-27-
middle-right(2%), saturation-27-bottom-left(1.9%), blue-9-middle-right(1.9%), 
saturation-27-bottom-right(1.8%), green-27-full(1.6%), red-27-bottom-
right(1.1%), red-27-top-right(1%), blue-27-full(1%) 

Color 
Coocurr 

red(21%), blue-9-bottom-left(16.9%), saturation-27-top-right(12.6%), hue-27-
middle-middle(9.9%), 9-1-Inertia(5.5%), 27-1-IDM(4.8), saturation-27-
full(2.9%), blue-3-middle-right(2.5%), green(2.1%), 27-2-Haralick(1.9%), blue-
9-middle-right(1.9%), hue-27-full(1.7%), red-27-top-left(1.2%), saturation-27-
middle-middle(1.2%), blue-27-top-middle(1.0%), blue(1.0%) 

Laws 
Coocurr 

E5L5TR(26.7%), 9-2-Haralick(11.0), 27-1-Shade(10.3), 27-1-Haralick(8.4), 27-
4-IDM(7.6), 27-1-Inertia(3.7), 27-1-Energy(3.4), 27-1-IDM(2.6), S5L5TR(2.4%), 
27-1-Prominence(2.0), 27-4-Haralick(1.6), 27-2-Inertia(1.6), E5E5TR(1.4), 
W5L5TR(1.4), 27-4-Inertia(1.2), 9-2-Shade(1.1), 27-2-Haralick(1.1), 27-4-
Correlation(1.0) 

All red(21%), blue-9-bottom-left(16.9%), saturation-27-top-right(12.6%), hue-27-
middle-middle(9.9%), 9-1-Inertia(5.5%), 27-1-IDM(4.95), saturation-27-
full(2.9%), blue-3-middle-right(2.5%), green(2.1%), 27-2-Haralick(1.9%), blue-
9-middle-right(1.9%), hue-27-full(1.7%), red-27top-left(1.2%), saturation-27-
middle-middle(1.2%), blue-27-top-middle(1.0%), blue(1.0%), blue-9-bottom-
right(0.9%), 27-1-correlation(0.6%), blue-9-top-right(0.6%), 27-4-IDM(0.6%), 
hue(0.5%), saturation-27-bottom-middle(0.5%), hue-27-top-left(0.5%) 
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Phase 3  

  Features 
Color blue-9-bottom-right(16.8%), red(13.5%), saturation-27-top-right(9.0%), hue-27-

full(8.5%), blue(7.0%), red-27-full(5.4%), hue-27-bottom-left(4.9%), saturation-
27-bottom-left(3.7%), green-27-middle-right(3.2%), hue-27-middle-
middle(3.2%), saturation-27-full(2.6%), green(2.4%), green-27-middle-
left(1.9%), blue-27-middle-left(1.8%), hue-27-0bottom-middle(1.8%), 
saturation-27-middle-right1.3%), hue-9-bottom-middle(1.3%), red-27-top-
left!1.1%), saturation-27-middle-left(0.9%), saturation-27-top-middle(0.8%), 
saturatin-27-bottom-right(0.8%), blue-9-top-right(0.7%), hue-9-bottom-
right(0.6%), red-27-top-right(0.6%), hue(0.6%), hue-27-middle-left(0.6), 
saturation(0.5%) 

Laws R5L5TR(30%), E5L5TR(29.6%), S5S5TR(10.3%), S5L5TR(6.6%), 
W5L5TR(4.5%), E5E5TR(3.7%), W5E5TR(2.9%), S5E5TR(2.2%), 
W5S5TR(2.1%), W5W5TR(2.1%), R5R5TR(1.7%), R5S5TR(1.5%), 
R5W5TR(1.4%), R5E5TR(1.3%) 

Coocurrence 3-1-Energy(17.6), 9-4-Haralick(12.2), 27-1-IDM(10.0), 27-4-Haralick(8.1), 27-1-
Haralick(8.0), 27-1-Shade(5.0), 27-4-Shade(3.2), 27-1-Prominence(3.0), 3-1-
Entropy(2.3), 27-4-Correlation(1.9), 9-2-Energy(1.8), 27-4-Prominence(1.7), 
27-4-IDM(1.7), 27-1-Inertia(1.7), 9-4-Shade(1.3), 27-1-Energy(1.2), 27-1-
Entropy(1.2), 9-2-Haralick(1.2), 27-1-Correlation(1.1), 3-2-Energy(1.0), 27-2-
Inertia(1.0) 

Color Laws blue-9-bottom-right(16.4%), red(16.2%), saturation-27-top-right(8.8%), hue-27-
full(8.3%), red-27-full(5.3%), hue-27-bottom-left(4.7%), saturation-27-bottom-
left(3.5%), blue(3.4), S5L5TR(3.1), green-27-middle-right(3.1), saturation-27-
full(2.6), green(2.5), hue-27-middle-middle(2.4), green-27-middle-left(1.9), 
blue-27-middle-left(1.8), hue-27-bottom-middle(1.5), saturation-27-middle-
right(1.5), hue(1.5) 

Color 
Coocurr 

blue-9-bottom-right(16.9%), saturation-27-top-right(11.8%), red(11.6%), 9-1-
Inertia(11.6%), hue-27-full(8.5%), blue(7.0%), 27-1-IDM(6.0%), hue-27-middle-
middle(2.4), 27-2-Shade(1.9), green(1.9%), saturation-27-middle-
middle(1.7%), saturation-27-bottom-right(1.3%), hue-9-bottom-middle(1.3%), 
27-4-Shade(1.2%), hue-9-middle-right(1.2%), red-27-top-right(1.0%) 

Laws 
Coocurr 

E5L5TR(20.5%), 9-4-Haralick(12.3), 27-1-IDM(9.9), 27-1-Haralick(8.1), 27-4-
Haralick(8.0), 27-1-Shade(5.0), 27-4-Shade(3.2), 27-1-Prominence(3.0), 
S5L5TR(2.1), 27-4-Correlation(1.9), 9-2-Energy(1.8), 27-4-IDM(1.8), 27-4-
Prominence(1.7), 27-1-Inertia(1.7), 9-4-Shade(1.3), 9-2-Haralick(1.2), 27-1-
Entropy(1.1), W5L5TR(1.1), 27-1-Correlation(1.0), 27-2-Inertia(1.0) 

All blue-9-bottom-right(16.5%), red(14.5%), saturation-27-top-right(11.5%), 9-1-
Inertia(11.3%), hue-27-full(8.2%), 27-1-IDM(5.9%), blue(3.3%), 
S5L5TR(3.3%), green(2.0%), 27-2-Shade(1.9%), saturation-27-middle-
middle(1.7%), hue-27-middle-middle(1.6%), hue(1.4%), 27-4-Shade(1.2%), 
hue-9-middle-right(1.1%), saturation-27-bottom-right(1.0%), blue-9-top-
right(0.8%), hue-9-bottom-middle(0.8%), red-27-top-right(0.7%), saturation-27-
full(0.7%), 9-1-Shade(0.7%), 27-1-Correlation(0.7%), 27-1-Entropy(0.7%), 
hue-9-bottom-left(0.7%), hue-27-bottom-middle(0.6%), saturation(0.6%), 
saturation-27-middle-left(0.6%) 
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